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ABSTRACT
The design and manufacture of large scale systems, particularly automobiles, is a
process that requires collaboration across multiple disciplines. This collaboration is
facilitated through efficient and effective data and knowledge storage and transfer.
Specifically, the data associated with the final assembly of the vehicle should be
generated, organized, and distributed in such a manner that each user of the data is able to
use it effectively. Furthermore, the structure for the assembly data should be robust and
reliable such that it fosters consistency among various planners for multiple vehicle
platforms that are assembled all around the world. This research aims to develop a
centralized data structure for assembly planning information that will allow a global
automotive production company to create, relate, and store the necessary information for
the assembly of multiple vehicle platforms in various locations, performed by associates
that speak multiple languages. This is achieved by first observing the existing business
processes of the company and identifying which processes are crucial to the production
of vehicles, which processes may be omitted, and what processes need to be added. A
data model is developed around these processes that allows multiple users to interact with
the data as applicable to his or her duties, and a user interface is developed to
demonstrate these interactions. The prototype system is demonstrated and validated with
respect to the requirements associated with the business processes that need to be
accomplished and ease of use.
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CHAPTER ONE:
MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES






The purpose of Chapter One is:
To introduce the motivation of this research,
To identify and explain the research objectives,
To provide a comprehensive research overview, and
To provide a comprehensive outline of this thesis.

The goal of this research is to develop a decision support system for the
generation and management of assembly process documents for a large scale automotive
original equipment manufacturer (OEM). Specifically, this research aims to meet three
primary objectives: standardization of the data contained within process sheets,
development of a controlled language to be used in the authorship of assembly
instructions, and the development of a sustainable method for linking part, tool, and
fixture information with assembly processes.
1.1 Research Objective One: Standardization of Process Sheet Information
The first goal of this research is the development of a standardized definition of
the information contained within a process sheet and how that information is related and
maintained. Process sheets are documents that contain the relevant information for a
given assembly process [1]. Information contained within a process sheet may include a
listing and description of the parts used in the assembly process, a listing and description
of the tools required to complete the process, step by step instructions for the assembly
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process, assembly time estimates or analyses, and information describing the different
product models and variants for which the process is valid.
One vehicle requires on the order of thousands of process sheets [1]. Thus, an
OEM that produces multiple vehicles in multiple locations around the world could have
tens of thousands of process sheets that must be stored and updated regularly. The process
of manually creating and managing these documents becomes an arduous one without
standardization and some level of automation.
1.2 Research Objective Two: Controlled Language for Assembly Instructions
The second goal of this research is the development of a controlled language to be
used in the authorship of assembly instructions that will improve the consistency with
which assembly instructions are created, as well as facilitate automated or semiautomated language translation of assembly instructions. The large scale OEM for which
this research is directed desires process sheets to be automatically translated from the
authored language into two additional languages. Thus, each assembly instruction step
will be automatically readable in three languages once authored.
Currently, assembly instructions contained within process sheets are created
without restrictions on grammar, diction, or level of detail of the assembly steps. This
causes four problems:
1. Assembly instructions vary between different authors. This makes
interpretation and translation of assembly instructions difficult.
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2. The link between assembly steps and process time evaluations is lost.
Assembly steps should be directly linked to a task or set of tasks as
evaluated by a time study analyst.
3. The link between assembly steps and the parts, tools, fixtures, or other
physical items required to complete the step is lost. The use of free text
during assembly instruction authorship allows different process planners
to refer to the same physical object with different vocabulary, which is
often inconsistent between different planners and results in confusion for
the associates performing the assembly process.
4. New objects used in assembly processes are described differently by
different process planners. Items such as parts and tools are updated
frequently, thus the way in which process planners author assembly steps
may also change.
Figure 1.1 illustrates three assembly instruction sets which demonstrate a lack of
consistency between descriptions of the same process as described by different process
planners. These problems are addressed by supplementary research goals. The scope of
this research does not include addressing the issue of the link between a controlled
language and standard process assembly time estimation data. The controlled language is
developed to support this further research, but is not directly implemented.
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Figure 1.1: Example of inconsistency in assembly instruction authorship due to the
use of free language.
The specification of a controlled language for the authorship of assembly steps
must facilitate automated translation of text. This translation must be done using OEM
specified translations (no external translators) in order to ensure interpretability and
consistency of translations.
The specification of a controlled language for the authorship of assembly steps
must support periodic updates to the vocabulary. As new vehicles are developed, new
parts, tools, fixtures or other objects will be required to assemble a given vehicle.
Therefore the vocabulary of a controlled language for assembly instruction information
must dynamic so that these changes can be accommodated. Furthermore, the
implementation of a controlled language should include a method for the addition,
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specification, and approval of new vocabulary as needed. However, the controlled
language should not diverge to such a large vocabulary that multiple terms are defined for
a single object or action.
1.3 Research Objective Three: Development of Part-Process Coupling Method
The third goal of this research is the development of a method for sustainably
linking part information with assembly processes. This goal is supported through the use
of a controlled language, but this cannot exist without an explicit definition of how parts,
tools, and fixtures can be linked to processes in a sustainable manner. These items have
high turnover rates, which currently results in a large amount of manual labor required to
keep process sheets up to date. A successful process sheet management system should
include a method to reduce the amount of manual labor required to keep process sheets
up to date with the latest part, tool and fixture information.
1.4 Research Objective Four: Demonstration of Process Sheet Management System
Prototype
In order to demonstrate that research objectives one through three are met, the
final objective of this research is the development and implementation of a prototype
system. The system should demonstrate assembly instruction authorship using a
controlled language, automated translation of assembly instructions, and the linking of
parts and processes within process sheets by a process planner during the production
stage of vehicle development. The method presented also supports the linking of tools,
fixtures, or other physical objects associated with the assembly process with the process
sheet, but the scope of this research is limited to demonstrating part and process linking.
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1.5 Research Overview
The fulfillment of the research objectives are reached through four distinct phases.
As illustrated in Figure 1.2, this research will not directly address the linking of a
controlled language for assembly step authorship and assembly time estimation data.
However, the development of a controlled language is executed with the desire to link
assembly instructions to assembly time estimation data in mind.
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Implementation of Prototype Process Sheet Management System
Research Objective 4:
•
•
•

Demonstrate standardized
process sheet model
Demonstrate controlled
language authorship of
assembly instructions
Demonstrate automated
translation of assembly
instructions

Prototype
System

Standard
Process
Sheet Model

Research Objective 3:
•
•
•

Future Work

Define method for linking
controlled language
vocabulary to physical items
Specify potential link to
assembly time data
Develop method for flexible
updating of object
descriptions and translations

Tool
Database

Part
Database

Assembly
Times

Research Objective 2:
• Analyze language used for
assembly instructions on current
process sheets
• Develop controlled language
for assembly instructions
• Develop translations of all
vocabulary in controlled
language
• Develop algorithm for assembly
of translated assembly
instructions

Controlled Language Development
English (EN)

German (DE)

Mandarin (MR)

Research Objective 1:
•
•
•

Define use cases for process
sheets
Analyze existing process
sheets
Develop data model for
standardized process sheets

Standardization of Process Sheet Information

Figure 1.2: Research strategy
Though the course of development of this research is shown as linear process,
iteration between each phase is expected. Furthermore, each objective is addressed using
the four design process stages of problem definition, conceptual design, embodiment
design, and detailed design [2].
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The remainder of this thesis will:


Survey current literature of the topics related to this problem such as:
o Decentralization of manufacturing (§ 2.1)
o Assembly planning (§ 2.2)
o Controlled languages (§ 2.3)
o Engineering database development (§ 2.4)



Fully define the problem addressed by this research and provide the
requirements that a viable solution to that problem must satisfy



Present a solution in the following levels of abstraction:
o Conceptual
o Embodied
o Detailed



Describe the implementation of this solution as a functional prototype



Validate this solution through testing with the functional prototype

A graphical outline of Chapters Two through Seven of this thesis is shown in
Figure 1.3. The outline identifies the specific research objective(s) addressed by each
chapter and chapter section. Also provided within the outline are the key outcomes for
each chapter. This outline is presented at the conclusion of each chapter in order to
clearly define what information has been and will be presented.
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Chapter

Chapter Two

Outcomes

 Current state of research in relevant fields
of study
 Identification of best practices for solving
related problems
 Motivation for research approach

 Definition of current practices
 Analysis of existing data structure
 Definition of requirements of a successful
solution

Chapter Three

 Conceptual solution specification
 Justification of conceptual solution

 Embodied solution specification
 Justification of embodied solution

Chapter Four

 Detailed solution specification
 Justification of detailed solution
 Implementation of solution into functional
prototype

Chapter Five

 Validation of design
 Testing with functional prototype
 Discussion of validation results

Chapter Six

 Summary of research
 Evaluation of solution against research
objectives
 Applicable conclusions
 Identification of future work

Figure 1.3: Thesis outline
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CHAPTER TWO:
CURRENT STATE OF DECENTRALIZED GLOBAL DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING





The purpose of Chapter Two is:
To survey the literature of related research topics,
To identify gaps within the literature that can be
addressed by this research,
To identify best practices for solving similar problems
that are established within the literature , and
To provide sufficient background information regarding
topics related to this research.

The following sections provide an overview of the four topics related to the
design and implementation of an engineering database system to support the
standardization of process sheet information. These topics, globalization in industry,
assembly planning for large scale production, standard languages and vocabularies for
information generation and consistency, and engineering database development are
distinct areas of research that contribute to the standardization of process sheet
information for a global automotive manufacturer.
2.1 Decentralized Design and Manufacturing
The number of manufacturing firms that employ a global manufacturing strategy
has been on the rise for the last three decades [3]. The desire to reach new markets and
maintain a competitive advantage along with the increasing demand for customer driven
production in today’s industry requires automotive manufacturers to develop a high
degree of flexible, low volume at low cost manufacturing practices with short lead and
delivery times [4]. In addition, in order to reach new product markets assembly facilities
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are often moved closer to the target market as it is the last step in the value chain of the
product before it reaches the customer; a trend that began at the turn of the twenty first
century [5].
2.1.1 Benefits of Globalization
Globalization is an advantageous prospect for automotive manufacturers for
several reasons. As identified in [6], there are three main advantages of global
manufacturing:


An “offensive advantage” is achieved by increasing production volume through
globalization or applying integrative strategies to existing country specific operations.



A “defensive advantage” allows a company to “retaliate” against other companies in
their own country.



An “economy of scope” allows a global firm to gain an advantage over local niche
based companies.
Due to these advantages, globalization is a trend that will continue among large

production firms in the decades to come. This expansion will require changes in the
organizational and operational structure of any company that desires to reach a global
market.
2.1.2 Challenges of Globalization
Globalization in industry requires several organizational changes that a
centralized design and manufacture firm may not experience. A company that operates in
various locations must employ some form of concurrent engineering, which considers
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factors such as product functionality, manufacturing, assembly, testing, maintenance,
reliability, cost, and quality [7]. Each of these factors is important in a locally based
organization, and become even more important during global expansion. The need for
parallel streams of design activities is unavoidable in a global manufacturing firm, and
the principles of concurrent engineering are designed to aid with this process.
The two primary goals of concurrent engineering are to represent and accomplish
integrated product and process organization [7]. Furthermore, concurrent engineering
requires an efficient organization structure and useful decision support tools. It is also
identified in [7] that a global company that operates at multiple facilities around the
world needs a communications network that links all manufacturing and assembly plants,
sales offices, and other facilities in order to facilitate policy and production planning.
This need is also expressed in [3], as the authors state that in order to coordinate
manufacturing activities and support decision making at a global level, design and
support of information technology systems that allow access to the correct information at
the correct time in the correct place in the proper format is imperative.
One of the significant drivers of globalization in the automotive industry is also
one of the biggest challenges. Customer wants and needs change rapidly, and have
recently moved towards a desire for significant product variety and options [8]. This need
for product variety has a significant impact on manufacturing and assembly performance.
A critical aspect of accommodating high product variety is an efficient method for
balancing the assembly line to streamline assembly. This becomes challenging as the
product variety increases.
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Another way to boost assembly performance where high product variety exists is
to use a just in time inventory system where parts are delivered to the assembly line in the
sequence that they will be used. Other assembly planning techniques such as periodic line
balances, evaluation of assembly sequences, and changes to assembly processes are all
factors that make assembly planning a critical aspect of a successful assembly facility.
The following section discusses assembly planning as it relates to the automotive
industry.
2.2 Assembly Planning
In spite of the advances in automation within manufacturing facilities, 95% of all
assembly operations are still performed manually [9]. Thus, planning of assembly
sequences becomes a potentially critical source of cost savings for global manufacturers.
Assembly planning is described in [10] as the process of creating sequenced steps for an
assembly based on the connectivity relationships of the parts or subassemblies of which a
given assembly is constructed.
There is extensive literature regarding the automation of assembly planning [712]. According to [10], assembly planning can be summarized in three stages: assembly
representation and modeling, assembly sequencing, and assembly analysis and
evaluation. Advances in information technology (IT) and computer aided design (CAD)
tools present opportunities to aid assembly planners in the planning process. Efforts have
been made to use CAD data to attempt to automate the assembly planning process by
extracting connectivity relationships from CAD assembly models [11]. However, it has
been observed that human and artificial intelligence need to coincide during the assembly
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planning process, thus assembly support technologies rather than completely automated
systems should be developed [10].
Ford Motor Company has developed such an assembly support technology [12].
Ford claims that the competitive nature of the automotive industry and the streamlining
of the manufacturing process have made the use of intelligent systems an important part
of the assembly planning process. Ford’s assembly planning process is based on the
process sheet, which is the document that contains assembly information for vehicles.
The process sheet contains work instruction information, as well as information regarding
parts and tools required for the assembly process. The process sheets are stored in a
central assembly information database and can be accessed by associates at various
facilities around the world. This is a common practice in the automotive industry.
One key improvement made to Ford’s assembly information database is described
in [12], [13], and [14]. Ford implemented a controlled language known as Structured
Language, which aids assembly planners in creating and standardizing work instruction
information as well as supports machine translation of work instructions, assembly time
estimates, and support for ergonomic analyses. The following sections discuss the use of
controlled languages and machine translation.
2.3 Controlled Language and Vocabularies
Controlled language is a subset of natural language that restricts the way in which
phrases can be written. Ford Body & Assembly Operations created Standard Language,
which is a specific type of controlled language, to use for the creation of work
instructions for assembly processes [13]. The use of the Standard Language has proved
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beneficial in many ways. First, it helps standardize the way in which assembly steps are
written across all assembly planners in all of Ford’s facilities. This includes
standardization of the structure of the assembly steps as well as the terms used to describe
various actions and objects used in the assembly process. It also allows the process
planners at Ford to predict assembly times for process steps based simply on the diction
of the authored step.
Another benefit of Structured Language is the ability to perform machine
translation on the assembly steps. This expedites the translation process and allows Ford
to have standardized information across all facilities around the world. Machine
translation is discussed in the next section.
2.3.1 Machine Translation
One major benefit associated with the use of a controlled language is the ease of
machine translation of the controlled language [14]. Machine translation became a
prominent topic after the end of World War II with the idea that language translation
could be accomplished in the same way that military and diplomatic messages were
decoded [15].
Ford Vehicle Operations has implemented a machine translation process in
conjunction with the Standard Language developed to create work instruction
information in order to translate process sheets into various languages for use at Ford’s
facilities around the world [14]. The translator accepts sentences that are created using
the Standard Language format as one string, parses the string and translates the elements
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of the sentence. This allows possibility of errors in translation in that the sentence as a
whole is translated.
2.4 Engineering Database Development
The most common method to formally represent the information and knowledge
required to support standardization of process sheet data is the development of a
relational database schema.

Section 2.4.1 and §2.4.2 discuss the relevant work in

database design and knowledge capture with an emphasis on engineering systems
respectively.
2.4.1 Data Modeling
The design of a database system is a well-established process that, similar to the
standard engineering design process, involves problem definition, gathering of
requirements, concept generation, embodiment design and finally detailed design and
implementation. Following this model, the steps for the design and implementation of a
database system are:


Problem definition and requirements gathering: This includes determining the use
cases of the system which typically involves creating an information flow diagram
that depicts the various documents and tasks that the completed system must
accomplish



Analysis of current business practices: Typically, an engineering database system is
created to improve or replace an existing process or system. Thus, it is important to
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define the current business processes that will be affected by the development of a
new system


Conceptual design of a data model: Here a data model of how the various information
that needs to be contained in the database should be organized is created



Translation of data model to relational database schema: This is equivalent to
embodiment design, as the conceptual data model is translated into a working
relational database schema for preliminary testing



Development of user interface: Here the user interface of the system is designed
according to the information flow diagram that was created



Iteration: It may be (and likely will be) necessary to iterate between these steps in
order to develop and implement a database system that meets all of the requirements
specified
The first step in the design of any database system is to investigate the

information that needs to be captured and representing this information with a data model
in order to communicate with the customer the planned structure of the database and user
interface. The most prominent data modeling technique for database systems today is the
entity relationship (ER) model [16]. The model relates entities, which have descriptive
attributes, through relationships, with distinct rules for translating the model
representation to a relational database schema [17]. Figure 2.1 shows a simple ER model
that is graphically represented according to [17].
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Figure 2.1: Example ER model
As seen in Figure 2.1, entities within the ER model are described by various
attributes. Each entity must have at least one unique attribute, known as the key. Entities
are related through relationships, represented as diamonds on the model. Each
relationship has a cardinality associated with it. The relationship in the figure has a
cardinality of 1:n, meaning that one instance of Entity 1 can be related to multiple
instances of Entity 2.
A model such as the one shown in Figure 2.1 is translated to a relational database
schema through a set of rules. Each entity becomes a table within the schema, with the
attributes associated with that entity as columns within the table. For relationships with
cardinalities containing a 1, the key attribute from the entity on the one side of the
relationship is added as a column in the table of the entity on the many side. For many to
many relationships, a new table is created that contains the key attributes from both
entities.
This is the basic transformation of an ER model to a relational database schema as
outlined in [17]. With these simple steps, it is possible to represent complex data
structures clearly and quickly, making the ER model representation a viable data
modeling technique for the development of an engineering database system.
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An information flow diagram (IFD) is a data model that depicts the various
documents and tasks that should be included in the user interface to the database system.
The IFD and ER models are usually created simultaneously, with iteration between each
as requirements are developed and modified. The IFD will serve as a layout for the
design of the user interface upon completion of the relational database schema, and also
identifies the types and amount of data that needs to be contained within the database to
complete the given tasks.
2.4.2 Knowledge Capture within an Engineering Database System
Knowledge capture is the process of documenting and maintaining the necessary
human knowledge associated with engineering information that is traditionally contained
within engineering data management (EDM) systems. This can be a tedious process, as it
requires integration with the business tasks associated with any information capture
process [18]. However, the standardization of information within EDMs in and of itself is
insufficient to support engineering firms’ abilities to efficiently operate in an environment
where manipulation of said information is virtually a nonstop process.
Engineering informatics has several varying definitions due largely in part to a
lack of standardization of methods and practices for the development of EDMs [19].
Advances in information technology (IT) and engineering design have been made
independently of each other for many years. Thus, when the two are brought together in
an effort to develop EDMs, there are often incongruities that arise. There have been
efforts made to standardize the information contained within EDMs and how that
information is structured [20], [21], [22]. The use of standards such as STEP and ISO to
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streamline the information contained within an EDM is important [20], and the
development of data systems that use standardized information as inputs and outputs is a
crucial step towards the development of a true knowledge capture EDM [18]. This
standardization is, however, the first step of many required to develop a knowledge
capture system. Further, the standardization of information “interfaces” still does not
address the larger issue of tailoring a data management system to support engineering as
a discipline.
In addition to standardized information, there is other knowledge associated with
that information that needs to be captured and preserved in an engineering environment.
One effort to do so is discussed in [22] with the use of a slightly adapted Units of
Functionality (UoFs) concept that was first introduced as part of the STEP standard. The
authors describe the use of UoFs and relationships between UoFs to develop protocols for
the interchange of information between different modeling and analysis applications. This
is a significant step towards capturing knowledge about the information that is being
exchanged with the intent of supporting an engineering specific application.
This approach is expanded in scale in [23], where the authors describe a
methodology for the development of a knowledge management oriented engineering
management system. Some of the key steps in developing such a system are identifying
relevant engineering knowledge, its source(s), and its specific types. This becomes
extremely important for collaborative design projects where several engineers are
working on various aspects of the same project. For example, if one were to make an
engineering change to a particular product using a knowledge management system, in
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addition to the change itself information such as change reason, change content, potential
change propagations, and applied engineering principles are the types of information that
would also be captured with the change. The capture and preservation of this knowledge
serves multiple purposes. First, it helps streamline the design process by allowing all
engineers involved with a collaborative project to have access to engineering information
rather than just the result of the change. Second, this information can be preserved and
applied to other design projects in an effort to prevent the need for such changes from the
beginning. Finally, the information could be applied to other projects in an effort to begin
solving engineering problems based on the engineering information captured.
2.4.3 User Interface Implementation
In order to produce a useful engineering databases system to support standard
assembly instruction authorship, it is important to create a useful user interface to the
database system. Oppermann describes several principles of user interface design in [24].
These relate to dialogue requirements, information presentation, and user guidance. The
seven dialogue requirements are [24]:


Suitability for the task: The dialogue should be suitable for a task by supporting the
user in the efficient and effective completion of the task



Self-descriptiveness: The dialogue of the system should be comprehensible to the
user without explanation, and explanation should be available to the user if necessary



Controllability: The user should be able to control the interaction with the system
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Conformity with user expectations: The system should reflect user characteristics
such as task knowledge, education, experience, and commonly accepted conventions
for completion of the given task



Error tolerance: The output of the system should be what is intended by the user with
little or no action by the user when an error occurs upon input



Suitability for individualization: The system should be able to be modified to support
the needs and preferences of the user in order to correctly complete the given task



Suitability for learning: The system should support the user and aid the user in
learning to use the system
Oppermann also presents seven presentation attributes [24]:



Clarity: The information content of the system is displayed correctly and quickly



Discriminability: The information displayed by the system must be able to be
distinguished from other information correctly



Conciseness: The user should not be provided more information that necessary for the
task at hand



Consistency: The system should exhibit a unique design that conforms with the user’s
expectations



Detectability: The critical information displayed by the system should attract the
attention of the user



Legibility: Information displayed by the system should be easy to read
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Comprehensibility: The meaning of the information presented should be
unambiguous and easy to understand
Finally, Oppermann discusses five ways to guide the user through the interface

[24]:


Prompts indicating explicitly or implicitly that the system is available for input



Feedback informing about the user’s input timely, perceptible, and non-intrusive



Status information indicating the continuing state of the application, the system’s
hardware and software components, and the user’s activities



Error management including error prevention, error correction, user support for error
management, and error messages



On-line help for system-initiated and user initiated requests with specific information
for the current context of use
These are useful guidelines for the development of any user interface, and will be

applicable to the design of a user interface for an engineering database system.
2.5 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter presents an overview of the relevant literature pertaining to the
design and implementation of an engineering database system. Motivation regarding the
migration to a global manufacturing strategy is presented, and the IFD and ER models are
identified as pertinent tools to use in the design of the required process sheet
standardization system.
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As seen in Figure 2.2, the next chapter begins by defining the problem that is to
be addressed by this research. The chapter continues with overviews of a conceptually
designed solution, and the presentation of an embodied design solution using the ER
model representation of the proposed data structure.
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Chapter

Chapter Two

Outcomes

 Current state of research in relevant fields
of study
 Identification of best practices for solving
related problems
 Motivation for research approach

 Definition of current practices
 Analysis of existing data structure
 Definition of requirements of a successful
solution

Chapter Three

 Conceptual solution specification
 Justification of conceptual solution

 Embodied solution specification
 Justification of embodied solution

Chapter Four

 Detailed solution specification
 Justification of detailed solution
 Implementation of solution into functional
prototype

Chapter Five

 Validation of design
 Testing with functional prototype
 Discussion of validation results

Chapter Six

 Summary of research
 Evaluation of solution against research
objectives
 Applicable conclusions
 Identification of future work

Figure 2.2: Thesis outline-Chapter Two complete
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CHAPTER THREE:
SYSTEM DESIGN







The purpose of Chapter Three is:
To describe the methods used to analyze the existing
information content and use cases of process sheets,
To describe the results of the analyses performed,
To fully describe the proposed solution at a conceptual
level,
To fully describe the proposed solution as it is embodied
using the tools and methods discussed in Chapter Two,
and
To justify both the conceptual and embodied solutions.

This chapter describes the rationale and methodology adopted in order to meet the
research objectives described in Chapter One. A solution that satisfies the problem as it is
defined in is then presented here at both the conceptual and embodied stages of design.
Chapter Four presents the detailed design solution and examples of the implemented
prototype system.
3.1 Analysis of Existing Data Structure and Business Processes
The first phase of this research is the investigation of the information content and
use cases of process sheets. This is accomplished through two methods:


Interviews with the different users of process sheets at a large scale OEM



Analysis of existing process sheets for:


Information content



Information relationships



Variations of types of process sheets
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Identification of other information sources and sinks that interface with
process sheet information

The outcome of these analyses is the development of a data model that represents
the information that must be contained within a process sheet in order to implement a
standardized process sheet management system. The results of these analyses are
discussed in § 3.2.
3.2 Existing Process Sheet Analyses
In conjunction with user interviews, samples of existing process sheets were
analyzed in order to further develop the constraints of a process sheet management
system. A sample of approximately 500 process sheets was obtained from a large scale
OEM. These process sheets are the basis for the analyses presented in this section.
3.2.1 User Interviews
In order to better understand the role of process sheets throughout the design and
assembly processes, different users of process sheets were interviewed. The types of
users interviewed and a description of his or her responsibilities within the production
process are shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Descriptions of users interviewed
Users
Process Planner
Time Study Analyst
Designer
Ergonomist
Line Associate

System Administrator

Section Leader

Description
Authors of process sheets; responsible for gathering
all necessary information for a given assembly
process
Responsible for the determination of process times
based on OEM specific time estimation data
Design parts used in the assembly process of a
vehicle
Responsible for evaluating the ergonomic impact of
the process contained within a process sheet upon the
association performing the process
Individual that performs the process specified on
process sheets
Individual that controls user access to the process
sheet management system; system administrators are
also responsible for system maintenance (i.e., fixing
errors with process sheets, updating data, etc.)
Individual responsible for sequencing process sheets
within workstations in order to maximize the
utilization of a given section

Multiple users of each user type are interviewed regarding his or her use of
process sheets. An example survey form is shown in Figure 3.1. From these interviews, a
number of requirements for a standardized process sheet management system are
extracted. These are used in the development of a conceptual solution, which is described
in § 3.3. The new process sheet management database will:
1. Reflect relationships between processes based on co-dependence,
precedence, and exclusivity.
In the current process sheet database system, there are no defined relationships
between process sheets. These relationships are needed for line balancing of
process sheets which occur monthly.
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2. Have a standardized/reduced language for assembly instructions that is
easier to input and more consistent between different process planners
and plants.
Currently all assembly instruction information is written using free text. This
leads to high variability in the description of processes, which can cause
confusion among associates performing assembly processes.
3. Automate the specification of process type based on assembly
instructions.
Process types are used to distinguish between general assembly processes,
handling processes, associate movement, and functional inspection of
completed processes. There is currently a significant lack of standardization of
what processes may be included for a specific process type. This causes
problems with time study estimates, line balancing, and part allocation.
4. Support automated language translation of assembly instructions.
Currently, general assembly process sheets are authored at a centralized
location in one language. These process sheets are then distributed to
production facilities around the world where the associates speak multiple
languages. These process sheets must be manually translated, which risks
information loss and inconsistency of translation.
5. Use standardized titles for process sheets.
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Multiple uses of process sheets (including line balancing) operate on the short
text description, or title, of the process sheet. Thus, this needs to be generated
in a standardized manner.
6. Support line balancing analysis and visualization.
Line balancing occurs on a regular basis within the OEM, and involves reordering of processes on the assembly line. Thus, an information model
developed must facilitate the changes required in process sheets during line
balancing.
7. Support detailed pictures and CAD screenshots of parts and tools.
Visual descriptions of processes, including annotated pictures or CAD
renderings, must be able to be included in process sheets in an efficient
manner.
8. Automate the creation of training documents.
Although process sheets describe a given assembly process, they do not
always contain sufficient information to be used to train new associates.
Currently training documents are created based on the assembly instructions
contained within a process sheet. This process must be supported by a new
data structure.
9. Use product data to pre-populate data automatically and reduce the
amount of manual input in part-process allocation.
Currently all linking between part data and process sheets is manually created.
A new data structure must support automation of this process.
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10. Automate preliminary time study estimates immediately based on work
instruction and product data.
The new data structure must support the ability to automate time study
estimates based on the assembly process being performed. This will greatly
reduce the workload of process planners and shorten time to production if
accurate estimates can be generated.
11. Manage and monitor process/product changes.
Current changes to product or process information must be propagated
throughout process sheets manually. A new data structure must facilitate a
more efficient method of monitoring and updating changes throughout process
sheets.
12. Automate run-in/run-out date information.
The validity of parts and processes is currently established using “Run-In” and
“Run-Out” dates. A new data structure must support the ability to automate
the validity of part and process information by intelligently updating Run-In
and Run-Out dates.
The interface for the new system must:
1. Use an improved graphical user interface that is easier for new employees to
learn
2. Reduce the amount of errors in model allocation and part claiming
3. Have a method for quickly inputting pictures and CAD screenshots into the
process sheets
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4. Have improved search/query functions
5. Include a fast lightweight web-based client
Another result of user interviews is the identification of the life cycle of process
sheets. A process sheet is created at a central plant for a given vehicle, distributed to local
production plants and edited as necessary. Section 3.2.5 describes the temporal changes
of process sheets.
Name of Employee
Date:
Group:
Work Experience:
Position responsibilities:
 Systems/Database Management  Vehicle Assembly
 Software
development
 Vehicle Analysis
 Time Studies
 Process Planning
 Part Design
 Quality Management
 Other: _______
Understood purpose of process sheets:
Usage & frequency of process sheets:
System privileges (i.e. read, write, read/write…)
Databases used with process sheets (how are they used?):
Problems encountered with process sheets:
Suggested improvements for process sheets:
Additional Comments:

Figure 3.1: Sample interview form used to interview process sheet users
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3.2.2 Survey of Process Sheet Information Content
The process sheets analyzed for this research are primarily process sheets created
in the final phase of production as illustrated in Figure 3.4 because the process sheets that
exist at this stage have the most information content. Thus, a standard model created for
these detailed process sheets will encompass the needs of process sheets created at earlier
phases of design. Figure 3.2 shows a sample process sheet.
The first major outcome of the analysis of existing process sheets is the discovery
that some information fields, such as Tools Used or Parts Used as shown in Figure 3.2, do
not exist in all process sheets. That is, some processes may not require a tool or bill of
material (BOM) level part to complete. However, several processes do use parts which
are not listed on the process sheet. This inconsistency is reflected in the responses to user
interviews described in § 3.2.1. Currently, parts can only be “claimed” to a process sheet
once. Thus, all subsequent processes that use the same part have no direct link to the part
in the system. This problem is discussed in greater detail in § 3.2.4.
Another key aspect of process sheets is the vehicle platform and the different
vehicle models that for which a process is valid. Furthermore, different vehicle options
also have a significant influence on the creation and management of process sheets.
These are also discussed further in § 3.2.4.
Finally, analysis of the assembly instructions contained within the process sheets
surveyed reinforces the problems voiced by the users interviewed. There is no
consistency between different process planners with respect to vocabulary, level of detail,
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or structure of assembly instructions. The following section describes analysis of the
vocabulary used in assembly instructions for current process sheets.
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Figure 3.2: Sample process sheet
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3.2.3 Survey of Assembly Instruction Vocabulary and Structure
The sample process sheets provided were analyzed for the vocabulary used and
the sentence structures used within assembly instruction text. This analysis serves two
purposes:


The verbs used to describe assembly actions and the frequency with which
these verbs are used are identified. This analysis is done in order to develop a
preliminary list of actions to be used in a controlled language for assembly
instruction authorship.



The sentence structures used in assembly instruction text are identified. This
analysis is done in order to develop a preliminary sentence structure to be
used in a controlled language for assembly instruction authorship.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the verbs and the frequency with which they are used in the sample
process sheets analyzed [25].
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Figure 3.3: Frequency of verbs found in sample process sheet assembly instructions
The verbs shown in Figure 3.3 are a subset of the verbs identified within the
sample process sheets. The verbs omitted are those with low frequency of use or that
were used to describe the same action as another verb.
The sentence structure used to author assembly instructions varies greatly
throughout the process sheets analyzed. Specifically, most assembly steps contain
compounded actions which can be broken down into simple action and object pairs, or
action, object, preposition and indirect object sets.
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3.2.4 Survey of Part-Process Coupling in Current Process Sheets
Analysis of the current practices for linking part and processes was largely
conducted through user interviews as discussed in § 3.2.1. It is also observed through the
surveying of existing process sheets that parts are not always explicitly linked to process
sheets, and when they are linked they are not done so in a sustainable or consistent
manner. A bill of material (BOM) level part may only be “claimed” (assigned) to one
process sheet. This means that other process sheets that may define an assembly process
that directly manipulates that part are not linked to the part in the system. This leads to
problems in line balancing, logistics, and other aspects of the assembly process.
3.2.5 Temporal Phases of Process Sheets
Further investigation into the use cases of process sheets identifies that the nature
and level of detail of the information contained within a process sheet varies greatly
throughout the document’s life cycle. Figure 3.4 illustrates the four primary phases of
process sheet development in concurrence with the changes in the physical vehicle
design.
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Figure 3.4: Temporal changes of assembly instruction and time study data contained
within process sheets
The identified phases of process sheet development also coincide with changes in
the users of process sheets. Within each phase, a different process planner is responsible
for a given process sheet. This further emphasizes the need for a standardized process
sheet data model and standard method for the creation of assembly instruction
information.
3.3 Conceptual Solution Design
Based on the problem defined in Chapter One and the analyses described in § 3.1
§ 3.1, a conceptual solution that satisfies the research objectives described in Chapter
One is presented. The solution is presented in three distinct parts which correlate with the
first three research objectives. Section 3.3.1, § 3.3.2 and § 3.3.3 present a conceptual
solution strategy for Research Objective One, Research Objective Two and Research
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Objective Three respectively. These solution components are described in greater detail in
§ 3.4.
3.3.1 Process Sheet Standardization
The proposed solution is built on a standard data model for process sheets. Figure
3.5 illustrates, at a conceptual level, the relationships between all of the required data
sources and sinks with the proposed data model for standard process sheets. These
relationships are defined in greater detail in § 3.4.1.
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Figure 3.5: Conceptual map of data sources for standard process sheet data
As illustrated by the dashed line in Figure 3.5, product design data and assembly
time study data are outside the scope of this research. However, the interfaces between
these data sources and the data model for standard process sheets are defined. Data
source I is the standardized data model that is developed for this research. The
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interactions between data sources shown illustrate the interfaces between existing data
sources and the proposed model. Data sources II, III, V and VII are also developed for
this research. Data sources VIII and IX, tool data and part data, are existing data sources
within the OEM. Exports from these systems are used to populate the prototype model
and demonstrate functionality. These are represented by connections Q and R for the
interface between existing part data and the proposed model. Connections H, I, J, K and L
represent the required mappings to build a controlled language and create assembly step
instructions based on current tool and part data. Connections L and Q represent the
proposed method for part and process coupling within process sheets. Parts will be
assigned to process sheets, and more specifically process steps, in a sustainable manner
by using the existing part structure contained in data source VIII. This proposed method
is described in § 3.3.3.
3.3.2 Authorship of Assembly Instructions
The standardization of the authorship of assembly instructions is achieved by
defining a controlled language based on the process sheet analyses described in § 3.2 and
§ 3.1. A conceptual overview of the controlled language proposed is given in § 3.3.2.1.
3.3.2.1 Controlled Language
The controlled language is developed based on analysis of existing process
descriptions. The definition of the controlled language consists of three categories: text
elements, vocabulary, and sentence structures. Figure 3.6 shows the text elements and
sentence structures defined for the controlled language.
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Figure 3.6: Sentence structures for: a.) English, b.) German, c.) Mandarin, d.)
Mandarin with the use of special prepositions
The text elements shown in solid black brackets are the core elements defined in the
controlled language. The elements shown in gray, dashed brackets are optional fields that
may be used to provide more detailed descriptions of assembly processes if necessary. All
elements have a restricted vocabulary set which is defined based on the process sheet
analyses described in § 3.1. A given assembly instruction step must have, at a minimum,
a combination of two or three of the core text elements. The number of elements required
is determined based on the specific word being used. For example, an assembly step such
as “Get tool” only requires two text elements, while “Walk to car” requires a minimum of
three in order to create a valid statement. Figure 3.7 shows the valid core text element
only sentence structures and the corresponding text elements.
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Figure 3.7: Minimum text elements required for three basic sentence structures
(shown in order of English translation)
It should also be noted that optional text elements (elements shown in gray, dashed
brackets in Figure 3.6) may not be added unless the corresponding core element is also
used. That is, one cannot add a feature to an indirect object text element if no indirect
object is specified. Definition of the vocabulary lists for each text element is discussed in
greater detail in § 3.4.2. The use of these defined text elements is the basis of automated
language translation, which is introduced in the next section.
3.3.2.2 Translation of Controlled Language
The text elements presented in § 3.3.2.1 are used to support automated translation
of assembly instructions. This is achieved by defining vocabulary lists for all text
elements in the desired languages (English, German, and Mandarin) with each instance
having a unique identifier. Assembly instruction steps are then constructed using these
unique identifiers, and the steps can then be displayed in any of the defined languages.
Figure 3.8 shows a conceptual overview of this translation method.
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Figure 3.8: Conceptual method for translation of assembly instructions using
controlled language
The algorithms used to display assembly instructions in different languages will also
determine the proper sentence structure based on the vocabulary used and the language
being displayed.
3.3.3 Part and Process Coupling
The method for establishing a link between assembly processes and the parts used
within those processes is built upon the existing part structure maintained by the OEM.
This part structure changes with respect to the development phases described in Figure
3.4. These changes of part structure are illustrated in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Temporal part structure used for sustainable part-process coupling
In the early phases of vehicle development, parts are organized into functional groups.
Each part has a standard text description and a defined position variant (PV). This PV
points to one part number at any given time. As vehicle development progresses into the
second phase, a physical part structure is created with alpha numeric GUID numbers for
each part. These identifiers will remain unchanged throughout the life of the vehicle.
Each GUID represents a PV, and that PV in turn points to a specific part number at any
given time. Thus, even though part numbers change quite frequently, the GUID of that
PV will not change. This means that linking process sheets to the GUID rather than a part
number, the link can be sustained and automatically updated with minimal input from a
process planner.
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3.4 Embodiment Solution Design
The conceptual solution components presented in § 3.3 are embodied in this
section and discussed in greater detail. An entity relationship (ER) model is presented for
each solution component, and the entities, relationships, and attributes are described.
Chapter Four provides further explanation of each solution component. In § 4.2.1 and §
4.3.1 the ER models are translated to relational schemas, and information flow diagrams
(IFD) are presented which describe the user interface implemented to demonstrate the
functionality of the database.
3.4.1 Process Sheet Standardization
The ER model that describes the overall system is shown in Figure 3.10. For
clarity and conciseness, the attributes associated with the entities of the model are not
shown. The entities, relationships, and attributes contained within the overall model
shown in Figure 3.10 are described in groups correlating the research objectives of
process sheet standardization, assembly instruction authorship, and part and process
coupling. Therefore, not all entities, relationships and attributes shown in Figure 3.10 are
explained immediately following the figure. Alternatively, Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12
illustrate simplified ER models describing assembly instruction authorship and part and
process coupling, respectively. The descriptions of the entities, relationships and
attributes within Figure 3.11, are presented in Table 3.5, Table 3.6 and Table 3.7
respectively. Similarly, descriptions of the entities, relationships and attributes illustrated
by Figure 3.12 are presented in Table 3.8, Table 3.9 and Table 3.10 respectively.
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Figure 3.10: Entity relationship (ER) model of database used for project
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Table 3.2: Entities, descriptions, and associated attributes of the ER model
Entity
Assembly
Instruction
Step

Description
Step(s) written by a process
planner that provides
instructions of how to perform
the assembly process of the
process sheet; more detailed
than the short text step.
System user with
administrative privileges to the
system.
Specific location within a plant
within which workstations are
organized.
Individual who performs the
tasks specified on process
sheets; type of System User.

Associated Attributes



POS(position number)
Quality




ID
Department





ID
Code
Description




ID
Associate Number

CAD Model

Geometric representation of a
part in electronic form; created
as part of the design process.






ID
Filename
Mass
Volume

Component
Bin

Physical location of Parts.



ID



ID



ID



ID








ID
Code
Location
ID
Department
Organizer Code

Admin
Assembly
Area
Associate

Ergonomic
Evaluation
Ergonomist
Evaluation
Step

Description of the physical
stress that a given process
exerts on an Associate.
Individual who performs
ergonomic evaluations; type of
System User.
Specific step of an Ergonomic
Evaluation; correlates to an
Assembly Instruction Step

Plant

Physical location in which
vehicles are assembled.

Process
Planner

Individual that creates process
sheets; type of System User
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Table 3.2: Entities, descriptions, and associated attributes of the ER model
Entity

Description

Document that contains all of
the part, tool, vehicle, and
Process Sheet assembly information
necessary to perform a specific
task.

Product
Bauraum

Theoretical geometric
boundary within a vehicle
within which parts are
assembled.

Standard
Time
Evaluation

Evaluation of the time required
to perform the process
specified within a process
sheet.

System User

Highest level classification of
users for the system.

Associated Attributes
 ID
 Shop
 Sequence
 Variant
 Revision
 Title
 Run In Date
 Changed Date
 Run Out Date
 Author
 Process Type
 Sheet Type


ID














ID
Run In Date
Changed Date
Run Out Date
Total Time
ID
First Name
Last Name
Username
Password
Language
Type

Individual who performs time
study analyses of assembly
Time Analyst
processes; type of System
User.




ID
Group

Time
Evaluation
Step








ID
POS
Standard Time Code
English Description
German Description
Mandarin Description

Description of an assembly
process step with an evaluated
assembly time.
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Table 3.2: Entities, descriptions, and associated attributes of the ER model
Entity

Description

Vehicle State

Physical characterization of a
vehicle on the assembly line.

Visual
Description

Workstation

Image, diagram, or other visual
representation of an assembly
process.
Physical location within an
assembly area where the tasks
specified within a process
sheet are completed.

Associated Attributes
 ID
 English Description
 German Description
 Mandarin Description



ID
Filename



ID

Table 3.3: Descriptions of relationships between entities within ER model
Relationship

Cardinality

PPG Relates to Process
Planner

One to Many

Evaluation Step Evaluated
by Ergonomist

One to Many

Time Evaluation Step
Evaluated by Time Analyst

One to Many

CAD Model has Part

One to One

Part Exists In Product
Bauraum

One to Many

Description/Justification
A PPG is the responsibility of
one Process Planner; one
Process Planner may be
responsible for many PPGs.
An Evaluation Step is
recorded by one Ergonomist;
an Ergonomist performs
several Evaluation Steps.
A Time Evaluation Step is
recorded by one Time
Analyst; one Time Analyst
records many Time
Evaluation Steps.
A CAD Model is created for
one Part; a Part is represented
by one CAD Model
A Part exists in one Product
Bauraum; a Product Bauraum
may contain many Parts.
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Table 3.3: Descriptions of relationships between entities within ER model
Relationship

Cardinality

Assembly Instruction Step
Performed by Associate

Many to Many

Assembly Instruction Step
has Ergonomic Evaluation

One to One

Assembly Instruction Step
has Standard Time
Evaluation

One to One

Assembly Instruction Step
has Visual Description

Many to One

Process Sheet Includes
Assembly Instruction Step

One to Many

Process Sheet Performed at
Workstation

Many to Many

Workstation Implies
Vehicle State

Many to Many

Workstation Relates to
Workstation

Many to Many
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Description/Justification
An Assembly Instruction
Step may be performed by
more than one Associate; an
Associate performs more than
one Assembly Instruction
Step.
An Assembly Instruction
Step is evaluated by one
Ergonomic Evaluation; an
Ergonomic Evaluation is
performed for one Assembly
Instruction Step.
An Assembly Instruction
Step is evaluated by one
Standard Time Evaluation; a
Standard Time Evaluation is
performed for one Assembly
Instruction Step.
An Assembly Instruction
Step may be described by
multiple Visual Descriptions;
a Visual Description
describes only one Assembly
Instruction Step.
A Process Sheet may include
multiple Assembly
Instruction Steps; an
Assembly Instruction Step
belongs to one Process Sheet.
A Process Sheet may be
performed at multiple
Workstations; a Workstation
contains multiple Process
Sheets.
A Workstation may imply
multiple Vehicle States; a
Vehicle State may be implied
by multiple Workstations.
A Workstation may be
related to other Workstations.

Table 3.3: Descriptions of relationships between entities within ER model
Relationship

Cardinality

Workstation Belongs to
Assembly Area

Many to One

Assembly Area Belongs to
Plant

Many to One

Component Bin Delivered
to Assembly Area

Many to One

Description/Justification
A Workstation belongs to one
Assembly Area; an Assembly
Area contains multiple
Workstations.
An Assembly Area belongs
to one Plant; a Plant has
multiple Assembly Areas.
A Component Bin is
delivered to one Assembly
Area; an Assembly Area may
contain multiple Component
Bins.
A Part Belongs to one
Component Bin; A
Component Bin contains one
Part.
A Process Planner is a
specific type of System User
with distinct tasks and access
rights to the system.
An Associate is a specific
type of System User with
distinct tasks and access
rights to the system.
An Ergonomist is a specific
type of System User with
distinct tasks and access
rights to the system.
A Time Analyst is a specific
type of System User with
distinct tasks and access
rights to the system.
An Admin is a specific type
of System User with distinct
tasks and access rights to the
system.

Part Belongs to Component
One to One
Bin

Process Planner is a Type
of System User

Union

Associate is a Type of
System User

Union

Ergonomist is a Type of
System User

Union

Time Analyst is a Type of
System User

Union

Admin is a Type of System
User

Union
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Table 3.4: Descriptions of entity attributes in ER model
Attribute
POS(Position Number)

Quality

ID

Department

Associate Number

Filename

Mass

Volume

Location

Organizer Code

Description
Unique numerical identifier
for an Assembly Instruction
Step (unique within one
Process Sheet only)
Binary identifier to signal
whether or not an Assembly
Instruction Step is a special
step indicated to ensure
quality, safety, ergonomics, etc
Auto increment unique
identifier used for each entity
OEM departmental code
which represents the specific
organizational branch of a
system user
Unique identifier used to
indicate the associate that
performs a task.
Path to file on a physical hard
drive; used to retrieve files
when necessary
Physical mass in kilograms (or
other specified units) of a part
as estimated by its CAD model
Physical volume in cubic
meters (or other specified
units) of a part as estimated by
its CAD model’s envelope
dimensions
Code representing a physical
location within the plant.
Code used to represent a
process planner (or other user
with system rights to
create/edit process sheets)
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Example
10

Q

1

AB-00

1234 A

C://documents/file1.ext

10

15

1234 A
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Table 3.4: Descriptions of entity attributes in ER model
Attribute

Shop

Sequence

Variant

Revision

Title

Run In Date
Changed Date
Run Out Date

Author

Process Type
Sheet Type

Description
Descriptor for the specific
portion of a plant where a
process sheet is executed; part
of a composite key for process
sheets
Descriptor for the rough
sequence of a process sheet
within a KOGR and PPG; part
of a composite key for process
sheets
Descriptor for the variant
status of a process sheet; part
of a composite key for process
sheets
Numeric indicator of the
revision level of a process
sheet; part of a composite key
for process sheets
Short, textual description of
the overall process described
by a process sheet
Date that an entity (process
sheet, part, tool, etc) is entered
into the system
Date that an entity is changed
within the system
Date that an entity is
designated as no longer valid
for use within the system
System user (usually a process
planner) responsible for the
authorship of assembly
instruction information
Type of assembly process that
is described by a process sheet.
Definition of the type of
process sheet as it relates to
the production process.
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Example

K

010

A

01

Model XX Part YY
Installation
YYYY-MM-DD
YYYY-MM-DD
YYYY-MM-DD

M-Assembly
Plant Process Sheet

Table 3.4: Descriptions of entity attributes in ER model
Attribute
Total Time

First Name
Last Name
Username
Password
Language
Group

Standard Time Code

English Description

German Description

Mandarin Description

Description
The total amount of time that
an assembly requires to be
completed, listed in OEM
specific units.
First (given) name of a system
user
Last (family) name of a system
user
Username given to a system
user (usually an email address)
User defined alpha numeric
string used to log into the
system
Default language preference
for a system user
Code denoting a user’s
position within the
organization.
Code associated with a
specific movement as analyzed
by a time study analyst.
Textual description of an
entity, in English; not
constructed using a controlled
language
Textual description of an
entity, in German; not
constructed using a controlled
language
Textual description of an
entity, in Mandarin; not
constructed using a controlled
language
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Example
1.15

John
Doe
John.Doe@example.com
abc123$%^
ENGLISH
AB-01

ABCD12

Assy rear hatch glass
base w ant.

Heckklappe aus Glas
Bodengruppe m Ant.
後艙門的玻璃底座組件
與天線

3.4.2 Authorship of Assembly Instructions
The portion of the ER model that pertains to assembly instruction information is
shown in Figure 3.11.

Assembly
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Include

Include
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1
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Preposition
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Action
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1

n

1
m m

Has

n

Has

n

Feature
Feature
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Applies
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Implies

n

n

Applies
to

Physical
Physical Object
Object

Figure 3.11: Entity relationship model for assembly instruction step information
The descriptions of the entities in the ER model shown in Figure 3.11 are given in
Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5: Entities, descriptions, and associated attributes of the ER model
Entity

Assembly Instruction
Step

Description
Step(s) written by a
process planner that
provides instructions of
how to perform the
assembly process of the
process sheet; more
detailed than the short
text step.

Standard Description

Textual description of
artifacts used within the
assembly process.

Preposition

Word used to join two
unary segments of an
assembly step.

Action

Word that describes a task
being performed by an
associate as it is defined
on a process sheet.

Adverb

Word used to modify the
specific meaning of an
Action.
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Associated Attributes





POS(position number)
Quality
Direct_Object_Quantity
Indirect_Object_Quantity






























ID
English Translation
English Plural Translation
German Translation
German Plural Translation
Mandarin Translation
Status
ID
English Translation
German Translation
Mandarin Translation
Mandarin Translation 2
German Dative ID
ID
English Translation
English Definition
German Translation
German Definition
Mandarin Translation
Mandarin Definition
Type
Process Type
Status
ID
English Translation
German Translation
Mandarin Translation
Status

Table 3.5: Entities, descriptions, and associated attributes of the ER model
Entity

Feature

Physical Object

Description

Associated Attributes
 ID
 English Translation
Specific geometry,
 English Plural Translation
location, or
 German Translation
characterization of a
 German Plural Translation
Physical Object; used to
further describe a process.  German Dative ID
 Mandarin Translation
 Status
Highest level
classification of artifacts
 ID
that are specified in work
instruction steps.

Table 3.6: Descriptions of relationships between entities within ER model
Relationship

Cardinality

Assembly Instruction Step
Has Direct Object Feature
(Standard Description)

Many to (Zero to One)

Assembly Instruction Step
Has Direct Object
(Standard Description)

Many to (Zero to One)
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Description/Justification
An Assembly Instruction
Step may specify up to one
Standard Description as a
Direct Object Feature; a
Standard Description may be
specified as a Direct Object
Feature in multiple Assembly
Instruction Steps.
An Assembly Instruction
Step specifies up to one
Standard Description as a
Direct Object; a Standard
Description may be specified
as a Direct Object in multiple
Assembly Instruction Steps.

Table 3.6: Descriptions of relationships between entities within ER model
Relationship

Cardinality

Assembly Instruction Step
Has Indirect Object Feature Many to (Zero to One)
(Standard Description)

Assembly Instruction Step
Has Indirect Object
(Standard Description)

Many to (Zero to One)

Assembly Instruction Step
Includes Preposition

Many to (Zero to One)

Assembly Instruction Step
Includes Action

Many to One

Assembly Instruction Step
Includes Adverb

Many to (Zero to One)

Feature Has Standard
Description

One to One

Physical Object Has
Standard Description

Many to One
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Description/Justification
An Assembly Instruction
Step may specify one
Standard Description as an
Indirect Object Feature; a
Standard Description may be
specified as an Indirect
Object Feature in multiple
Assembly Instruction Steps.
An Assembly Instruction
Step specifies up to one
Standard Description as an
Indirect Object; a Standard
Description may be specified
as an Indirect Object in
multiple Assembly
Instruction Steps.
An Assembly Instruction
Step may specify up to one
Preposition; a Preposition
may be used within multiple
Assembly Instruction Steps.
An Assembly Instruction
Step specifies one Action; an
Action may be used by
multiple Assembly
Instruction Steps.
An Assembly Instruction
Step may include up to one
Adverb; an Adverb may be
used by multiple Assembly
Instruction Steps.
A Feature has one Standard
Description; a Standard
Description applies to one
Feature.
A Physical Object has one
Standard Description; a
Standard Description may
apply to multiple Physical
Objects.

Table 3.6: Descriptions of relationships between entities within ER model
Relationship

Cardinality

Preposition Applies to
Physical Object

Many to Many

Preposition Applies to
Action

Many to Many

Action Applies to Physical
Object

Many to Many

Description/Justification
A Preposition may apply to
multiple Physical Objects; a
Physical Object may be
related to multiple
Prepositions.
A Preposition may apply to
multiple Actions; an Action
may imply multiple
Prepositions.
An Action may apply to
multiple Physical Objects; a
Physical Object may imply
multiple Actions.

Table 3.7: Descriptions of entity attributes in ER model
Attribute
POS (Position Number)

Quality
ID
English Translation
English Plural Translation
German Translation

Description
Assembly step number used
to denote the sequence of
assembly steps.
Indicator that a given
assembly step is provided
for quality assurance.
Auto incremented unique
identifier.
English version of a
controlled language element
English plural version
(specific to nouns) of a
controlled language element
German version of a
controlled language element
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Example
10

Q
5
Door
Doors
Tür

Table 3.7: Descriptions of entity attributes in ER model
Attribute
German Plural Translation

German Dative ID

Mandarin Translation

Mandarin Translation 2

Status
Type
Process Type

Description
German plural (specific to
nouns) version of a
controlled language element
Binary indicator that signals
specific prepositions which
must be followed by a noun
in dative case in German
Mandarin version of a
controlled language element
Specific to prepositions;
Mandarin version of a
preposition that requires
two separated characters
Approval status of a
controlled language element
Categorical descriptor of an
entity; example is a type of
action
Type of assembly process
described on a process sheet

Example
Türen

n
车门
English: between
Mandarin:
1. 之间
2. 在
Pending
General Installation
M-Assembly

The descriptions of the relationships found in the ER model shown in Figure 3.11
are given in Table 3.6.
3.4.3 Part and Process Coupling
The portion of the overall ER model that describes the proposed method for part
and process coupling is shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Entity relationship (ER) model of process sheet management
information
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Tool
Tool

Table 3.8: Entities, descriptions, and associated attributes of the ER model
Entity
Assembly Aid

Cables/Wires

Consumable

Derivative

Electrical
Components

Fixture

Description
Type of Physical Object that
is not a PV but is used in the
assembly process.
Parts that are (usually)
difficult to maneuver; type of
Part.
Type of Assembly Aid that is
not a Tool, Plant Item, or
Fixture and is used in the
assembly process. Examples
include solvents, lubricants,
cleaning materials, etc.
Specific instance of a product
platform; next level vehicle
classification below product
platform.
Type of Part; objects used to
create or sustain electrical
connections.
Type of Assembly Aid that is
not a Tool, Plant Item, or
Consumable and is used in the
assembly process. Fixtures
have distinct item numbers.

KOGR

Highest level functional
grouping of parts.

Module

Functional grouping of Parts.

Non-Threaded
Fasteners

Type of Part; fasteners that
are not threaded.
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Associated Attributes


ID



ID




ID
Item Number







ID
Code
English Description
German Description
Mandarin Description



ID





ID
Item Number
Location











KOGR_Number
English Description
German Description
Mandarin Description
ID
Number
English Description
German Description
Mandarin Description



ID

Table 3.8: Entities, descriptions, and associated attributes of the ER model
Entity

Description

Option

Functionality or features of a
vehicle that can be added by
the customer.

Part

Type of Physical Object that
has a distinct part number and
is included in the vehicle
BOM.

Plant Item

Type of Assembly Aid that is
not a Tool, Fixture, or
Consumable that is used in
the assembly process.

PPG

Lowest level functional
grouping of parts.

Process Sheet

Document that contains all of
the part, tool, vehicle, and
assembly information
necessary to perform a
specific task.

Production Code

Third level vehicle
specification within product
platform organization.

Threaded
Fasteners

Fasteners that require turning
to be affixed; type of Part.
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Associated Attributes
 ID
 Code
 English Description
 German Description
 Mandarin Description
 GUID
 PV Number
 Material Number
 Run In Date
 Changed Date
 Run Out Date
 ID
 Item Number
 Location






















PPG_Number
English Description
German Description
Mandarin Description
ID
Shop
Sequence
Variant
Revision
Title
Run In Date
Changed Date
Run Out Date
Author
Process Type
Sheet Type
ID
Code
English Description
German Description
Mandarin Description



ID

Table 3.8: Entities, descriptions, and associated attributes of the ER model
Entity

Tool

Standard
Description

Physical Object

Assembly
Instruction Step

Description
Type of Assembly Aid that is
not a Plant Item, Fixture, or
Consumable, has a distinct
item number and purpose
during the assembly process.

Textual description of
artifacts used within the
assembly process.

Highest level classification of
artifacts that are specified in
work instruction steps.
Step(s) written by a process
planner that provides
instructions of how to perform
the assembly process of the
process sheet; more detailed
than the short text step.

Associated Attributes




ID
Item Number
Torque









ID
English Translation
English Plural Translation
German Translation
German Plural Translation
Mandarin Translation
Status



ID




POS(position number)
Quality

Table 3.9: Descriptions of relationships between entities within ER model
Relationship

Cardinality

Production Code Belongs
to Derivative

One to Many

Option Valid for
Production Code

Many to Many

Option Relates to Option

Many to Many

PPG Belongs to KOGR

One to Many
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Description/Justification
A production code pertains to
one derivative; one derivative
has several production codes.
An option may apply to
several production codes; a
production code may have
several options.
An option may be related to
other options.
A PPG exists for only one
KOGR; a KOGR has several
PPGs.

Table 3.9: Descriptions of relationships between entities within ER model
Relationship

Cardinality

PPG Belongs to Module

One to Many

PPG Relates to PPG

Many to Many

Derivative Applies to Part

Many to Many

Production Code Applies
to Part

Many to Many

Option Applies to Part

Many to Many

Part Belongs to PPG

One to Many

Process Sheet Includes
Assembly Instruction Step

One to Many

Assembly Instruction Step
Installs Part

Many to (Zero to One)

Assembly Instruction Step
Uses Physical Object

Many to Many

Physical Object Has
Standard Description

Many to One
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Description/Justification
A PPG belongs to one
Module; a Module may
contain several PPGs
A PPG may be related to
other PPGs.
A Derivative uses multiple
Parts; a Part may be used by
multiple Derivatives.
A Production Code uses
multiple Parts; a Part may be
used by multiple Production
Codes.
An Option uses multiple
Parts; a Part may be used by
multiple Options.
A Part belongs to one PPG; a
PPG contains multiple Parts.
A Process Sheet may include
multiple Assembly
Instruction Steps; an
Assembly Instruction Step
belongs to one Process Sheet.
An Assembly Instruction
Step may install multiple
Parts or no Parts; a Part is
installed by one Assembly
Instruction Step.
An Assembly Instruction
Step may use multiple
Physical Objects; a Physical
Object may be used by
multiple Assembly
Instruction Steps.
A Physical Object has one
Standard Description; a
Standard Description may
apply to multiple Physical
Objects.

Table 3.9: Descriptions of relationships between entities within ER model
Relationship

Cardinality

Part is a Type of Physical
Object

Union

Assembly Aid is a Type of
Physical Object

Union

Electrical Component is a
Type of Part

Union

Cables/Wires are Types of
Parts

Union

Threaded Fasteners are
Types of Parts

Union

Non-Threaded Fasteners
are Types of Parts

Union

Tool is a Type of
Assembly Aid

Union

Plant Item is a Type of
Assembly Aid

Union

Fixture is a Type of
Assembly Aid

Union

Consumable is a Type of
Assembly Aid

Union

Description/Justification
A Part is a specific type of
Physical Object that is
included in the vehicle BOM.
An Assembly Aid is a
specific type of Physical
Object that is used in the
assembly process but is not
included in the vehicle BOM.
An Electrical Component is a
specific type of Part with
distinct characteristics.
Cables and Wires are specific
types of Parts with distinct
characteristics.
Threaded Fasteners are
specific types of Parts with
distinct characteristics.
Non-Threaded Fasteners are
specific types of Parts with
distinct characteristics.
A Tool is a specific type of
Assembly Aid with distinct
characteristics.
A Plant Item is a specific
type of Assembly Aid with
distinct characteristics.
A Fixture is a specific type of
Assembly Aid with distinct
characteristics.
A Consumable is a specific
type of Assembly Aid with
distinct characteristics.
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Table 3.10: Descriptions of entity attributes in ER model
Attribute
ID
Item Number

Code

English
Description

German
Description

Mandarin
Description

Location

KOGR Number

Description
Auto incremented
unique identifier.
Unique number
used to catalog a
physical object.
Unique number
used to denote
vehicle permutation
information
(Model, Option,
Derivative)
Textual description
of an entity, in
English; not
constructed using a
controlled language
Textual description
of an entity, in
German; not
constructed using a
controlled language
Textual description
of an entity, in
Mandarin; not
constructed using a
controlled language
Code representing a
physical location
within the plant.
Number
representing the
highest level
functional grouping
of parts; second
composite portion
of a process sheet
number.

Example
5
123456789

AB12

Assy rear hatch glass base w ant.

Heckklappe aus Glas Bodengruppe m Ant.

後艙門的玻璃底座組件與天線

1234 A

5145
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Table 3.10: Descriptions of entity attributes in ER model
Attribute
GUID

PV (Position
Variant) Number
Material Number

Run In Date

Changed Date

Run Out Date

PPG Number

Shop

Description
Alpha-numeric
unique identifier
for parts; not time
dependent.
Unique identifier
for a part that is
time dependent.
Unique identifier
for a given PV that
is time dependent.
Date that an entity
(process sheet, part,
tool, etc) is entered
into the system
Date that an entity
is changed within
the system
Date that an entity
is designated as no
longer valid for use
within the system
Number
representing the
lowest level
functional grouping
of parts; third
composite portion
of a process sheet
number.
Character code that
represents the
assembly shop for
which a process is
created; first
composite portion
of a process sheet
number.

Example
ABCD1234EFGH5678IJKL9012MNOP3456

PV0010

123456789

YYYY-MM-DD

YYYY-MM-DD

YYYY-MM-DD

001

K
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Table 3.10: Descriptions of entity attributes in ER model
Attribute

Sequence

Variant

Revision

Title

Author

Process Type

Sheet Type

Description
Number used to
identify the
sequence in which
a process sheet
should be
performed within a
takt; fourth
composite portion
of a process sheet
number.
Identifier of the
variant level of
process sheet; fifth
composite portion
of a process sheet
number.
Change level of a
process sheet; sixth
composite portion
of a process sheet
number.
Short, textual
description of the
overall process
described by a
process sheet
Individual that
creates the
assembly
instruction steps for
a process sheet.
Type of assembly
process described
on a process sheet
Definition of the
type of process
sheet as it relates to
the production
process.

Example

001

A

01

Model XX Part YY Installation

Doe, John

M-Assembly

Plant Process Sheet
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Table 3.10: Descriptions of entity attributes in ER model
Attribute
Torque
Status

POS (Position
Number)

Quality

Description
Rating for a given
torque tool.
Release status of an
entity.
Assembly step
number used to
denote the
sequence of
assembly steps.
Indicator that a
given assembly
step is provided for
quality assurance.

Example
10 Nm
Pending

10

Q

The ER models described in this section are used to create a relational database
schema. This schema is the basis of the functional prototype created to demonstrate the
functionality of the proposed solution. Chapter Four describes the development of the
relational schema and the implementation of a prototype user interface.
3.5 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter presents the development of the conceptual and embodied solutions
for a standardized process sheet data model. Chapter Four presents the detailed design of
this solution and demonstrates the functionality of the system through a functional
prototype.
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Chapter

Chapter Two

Outcomes

 Current state of research in relevant fields
of study
 Identification of best practices for solving
related problems
 Motivation for research approach

 Definition of current practices
 Analysis of existing data structure
 Definition of requirements of a successful
solution

Chapter Three

 Conceptual solution specification
 Justification of conceptual solution

 Embodied solution specification
 Justification of embodied solution

Chapter Four

 Detailed solution specification
 Justification of detailed solution
 Implementation of solution into functional
prototype

Chapter Five

 Validation of design
 Testing with functional prototype
 Discussion of validation results

Chapter Six

 Summary of research
 Evaluation of solution against research
objectives
 Applicable conclusions
 Identification of future work

Figure 3.13: Thesis outline-Chapter Three complete
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CHAPTER FOUR:
IMPLEMENTATION




The purpose of Chapter Four is:
To specify the proposed solution in detail,
To describe the methods used to implement the
proposed solution as a functional prototype, and
To demonstrate the functionality of the proposed
solution through a discussion of the functional
prototype.

The conceptual and embodied solutions presented in Chapter Four are
implemented in two steps. First, the ER model that specifies the organization of the
information contained within process sheets is transferred to a relational schema using the
guidelines outlined in [26]. The second step is the development of a user-interface system
that serves as a functional prototype for this research. The functional prototype developed
for this research is constructed using a MySQL database and a user interface that is
designed using PHP, HTML and JavaScript. This chapter discusses the relational schemas
and aspects of the functional prototype as they pertain to Research Objective One,
Research Objective Two and Research Objective Three.
4.1 Process Sheet Standardization
The overall system is described with limited detail as the important functions of
the system, part-process coupling and assembly instruction authorship, are described in
greater detail in distinct sections. The IFD of the system is given, and the higher level
functions of the prototype are described.
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4.1.1 Information Flow Diagram
The IFD of the overall prototype system is shown in Figure 4.1. The portions of
the IFD pertaining to assembly instruction authorship and part-process coupling are
presented and discussed in greater detail in § 4.2 and § 4.3 respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Information Flow Diagram of entire prototype system.
4.1.2 Document Descriptions
The documents contained within the IFD shown in Figure 4.1 are described in this
section. Not all of the documents are described here, as those pertaining to assembly
instruction authorship and part process coupling are described in § 4.2 and § 4.3
respectively.
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D1: User Login: This document is the beginning page for all users. From this
page a user may enter his or her username and password in order to log into the system,
or may click on a link to D1.2 or D1.3.
D1.1: Invalid Login: Users who enter incorrect login information will be directed
to this page where they have the option to return to D1 or to move to D1.2 or D1.3.
D1.2: Create Account: Users who do not yet have an account may create one on
this page.
D1.3: Password Retrieval: Users who have forgotten their password may request
that it be emailed to them on this page.
D3: Planner Homepage: Process planner users will be directed to this page upon
successful login. From here, the user may navigate to D3.1, D3.2, or D3.3.
D3.1: Workspace: This page displays the process sheets that a given user has
created. The user may edit existing process sheets by clicking the appropriate link which
will direct him or her to D3.1.2, or navigate to D3.1.1 to create a new process sheet.
D3.2: User Information: The user may edit his or her user information on this
page.
D3.3: Part-Process Coupling Home: From this page the user may begin a partprocess coupling session, during which he or she can allocate parts to process sheets and
edit the process sheet information.
D4: Associate Homepage: Users with “Associate” level system credentials will be
directed to this page upon login. Associate users have read-only access to the system,
which means they can only query and print process sheets or training documents.
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D4.1: Process Sheet Query: On this page, users may select criteria for filtering
process sheets and execute the query.
D4.2: Process Sheet Query Results: Displays the results of the query executed on
D4.1.
D4.3: Print Process Sheet: This document displays a printable process sheet with
all information pertaining to the process sheet displayed.
The documents and tasks illustrated by Figure 4.1 are discussed in greater detail
in § 4.2 and § 4.3 as they relate to assembly instruction authorship and part-process
coupling respectively.
4.2 Assembly Instruction Authorship
The following sections describe the implementation of the controlled language
and method of translation for assembly instruction authorship.
4.2.1 Relational Schema
The controlled language developed is implemented within the ER model shown in
Figure 3.11. Each assembly step is at a minimum composed of an action and a direct
object, but may also include a preposition and indirect object. These components of each
step are stored as unique identifiers, not as strings. This means that all translation of
assembly steps is performed client-side. Figure 4.2 illustrates the process of assembly
step composition.
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Figure 4.2: Relational schema illustration of assembly step formation using
controlled language
Using the relational schema shown in Figure 4.2, assembly steps can be authored
in any of the three languages with ease. Furthermore, changes made to the translations are
automatically propagated forward to all instances of the word because the step is
composed of the unique identifiers for each word.
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Figure 4.3: Conceptual model of automated translation process

4.2.2 Information Flow Diagram
The IFD is shown in Figure 4.4 illustrates all of the high level documents and
tasks that are contained in the prototype system. Furthermore, it demonstrates the process
of using the tool by illustrating the connections between documents, tasks, and the
database. A description of each of the documents and tasks contained in the IFD is given
in following sections.
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Figure 4.4: Information Flow Diagram (IFD) of assembly instruction authorship
tool
Section 4.2.3 and § 4.2.4 describe the documents and tasks illustrated in Figure
4.4.
4.2.3 Document Descriptions
Descriptions of all documents from the IFD shown in Figure 4.4 are as follows:
D1: User Login: This document allows the user to log in to the prototype system.
All other documents may not be accessed without proper login.
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D2: Planner Home: This is the only page that process planner users will be able to
see during assembly instruction authorship. From this page, the user can initialize a new
process sheet and add assembly instruction steps to that process sheet, or select an
existing process sheet that he or she has previously initialized to edit.
D3: New process sheet: This page allows the user to initialize a new process sheet
and add new assembly instruction steps. This process sheet can be accessed later by
choosing from the list of existing process sheets at the Main Page (D2).
D4: Edit process sheet: This page is similar to D3, as it allows the user to add,
delete, or re-order steps for an existing process sheet.
4.2.4 Task Descriptions
The tasks shown on the IFD in Figure 4.4 can be decomposed into sub tasks.
Figure 4.5 through Figure 4.8 show these decompositions.

Load Workspace
T3.1

Send information to
D3.1

Query database for
process sheets created
by current user.
T3.1.1

T3.1.2

Figure 4.5: Decomposition of Task T2: Edit process sheet
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Figure 4.6: Decomposition of task T3.1.1: Load Process Sheet Data
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Figure 4.7: Decomposition of task T3.1.2: Write Process Sheet Data
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Figure 4.8: Decomposition of task T3.1.3: Edit Process Sheet Data
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The documents and tasks shown in Figure 4.4 are used to create a functional
prototype user interface system. This prototype is created to demonstrate the data model
described in Chapter Three.
4.2.5 Features of Prototype
The user interface of the system allows the user to perform specific tasks. These
tasks vary based on the user type. The primary focus of the assembly instruction
authorship portion of the system is the tasks available to process planner users. In order to
author assembly instructions for a process sheet, the sheet must be created using the partprocess coupling feature of the prototype system as described in § 4.3.
4.2.5.1 Creation of Assembly Steps for Existing Process Sheet
The primary task of the prototype system is to allow process planner users to
create assembly instruction steps for a given process sheet while using a structured
language format. The structured language format supports automated translation of the
assembly steps. The use of a structured language also aids in the standardization of data
across process sheets, planners, and plants around the world. Figure 4.9 shows the
authorship frame.
In addition to the filtering of actions (verbs) and objects (parts) based on an OPR
class selection in the search frame, the actions and objects are also categorized within the
drop down menus of the authorship frame. Figure 4.10 shows these classifications.
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Figure 4.9: Authorship frame of prototype system

Figure 4.10: Illustration of verb and object classifications
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Another feature of the system allows the user, if he or she desires, to use
nonstandard verbs or objects in order to create an assembly step. Figure 4.11 shows this
process.

Figure 4.11: User option to add free text verb or object.
If a free text object is used, it is added to the dropdown list seen in Figure 4.10 for
further use. New text elements, such as verbs or objects, must be approved for standard
use. If a word is added and is not yet approved for standard use, it will appear in red in
the dropdown list as seen in Figure 4.10. As steps are written, they are displayed to the
user in the right hand frame of document D3.1.2. Figure 4.12 shows this frame.
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Figure 4.12: Authored steps
4.2.5.2 Controlled Language Management
Critical to the use of a controlled language for assembly instruction authorship is
the ability to periodically revise the vocabulary of the controlled language. This revision
process includes the addition of new standard vocabulary elements along with updates to
the translations of vocabulary elements. Figure 4.13 shows the controlled language
management page within the prototype system.
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Figure 4.13: Method for approval or disapproval of proposed new vocabulary to
controlled language.
The management of the controlled language elements is required to ensure that
the authorship of assembly instructions is supported for new vehicle revisions.
4.3 Part-Process Coupling
In order to demonstrate successful completion of Research Objective Three, the
prototype

user

interface

system

includes

a

part-process

coupling

function.

Implementation of the ER model described in Chapter Three into a working relational
schema is described in § 4.2.1. The IFD developed for this portion of the prototype and
the corresponding document and task descriptions are presented in § 4.2.2, § 4.2.3 and §
4.2.4 respectively.
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4.3.1 Relational Schema
The ER model presented in § 0 is developed into a relational schema which is
used to demonstrate the functionality of the data model. Figure 4.14 shows the relational
schema implementation.

Figure 4.14: Relational schema representation of part-process coupling procedure
The connections between parts and processes are created in such a manner that
facilities a sustainable process sheet which can be automatically updated with respect to
part information. This is due to the existing part structure as described in § 3.3.3, which
assigns a unique identifier (GUID) to all revisions of a part. As illustrated in Figure 4.14,
this GUID is assigned to a process sheet such that with each part revision the process
planner must simply review the process sheet and approve the new part revision rather
than create a new process sheet.
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Though the information model provides the foundation for this robust part
allocation method, it is better described through example. The development of a partprocess coupling prototype system is described in the next section.
4.3.2 Information Flow Diagram
The IFD describing the layout of the part-process coupling portion of the
prototype system is shown in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Information flow diagram for part-process coupling.
Descriptions of the documents and tasks illustrated in Figure 4.15 are given in the
following sections.
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4.3.3 Document Descriptions
The following documents are the critical portions of the prototype system that
relate to part and process coupling.
D3: Planner Home: From this page, process planners can initialize a new process
sheet and add assembly instruction steps to that process sheet, or select an existing
process sheet that he or she has previously initialized to edit.
D3.3: Part-Process Coupling Home: This page is the beginning of the part-process
coupling method. This document contains two frames (D3.3.1 and D3.3.2) in which the
user can filter part information and allocate parts to process sheets.
D3.3.1: Part Filters: This page provides search criteria for the user to use in order
to view the appropriate grouping of parts that are to be allocated to process sheets.
D3.3.2: Part-Process Coupling Matrix: This page displays the grouping of parts
and an editable number of process sheets in a matrix format such that the user is able to
allocate parts to process sheets.
D3.1.4: Edit Process Sheet Data: As parts are allocated to process sheets, the user
may elect to edit a process sheet. In this document, the user is able to add or edit process
sheet information after a part has been allocated, including assigning parts that have been
added to a process sheet to a specific assembly instruction step.
4.3.4 Task Descriptions
The task “Edit Process Sheet Data” shown in Figure 4.15 is expanded in Figure
4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Task T3.1.3: edit process sheet data
4.3.5 Features of Prototype
Process planners are assigned specific groups of parts for which they are required
to create process sheets. The following sections describe this process through an example
using the prototype system.
To begin the part-process coupling procedure, the user is asked to select a
grouping of parts (a particular KOGR and PPG) for which he or she desires to create
process sheets. Figure 4.17 shows this step.

Figure 4.17: Filter criteria for parts
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Upon submission of the search criteria, the user is presented with the part-process
coupling matrix as shown in Figure 4.18. If the user has not created any process sheets
for the selected KOGR and PPG, all parts from the selection are shown in red to indicate
they are not assigned to any process sheets. Furthermore, if no process sheets exist for the
selected KOGR and PPG, the matrix is built with suggested process sheets as shown in
Figure 4.18. The user now must select the number of process sheets he or she wants to
create and click “Save Changes”.

Figure 4.18: Results of part filter search; parts are displayed across the top row, and
suggested process sheets are listed in the first column
After creating a number of process sheets, the matrix view will change to
illustrate which process sheets now exist in the database. This change is illustrated in
Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19: Part-process coupling matrix after creation of process sheets (no longer
shown as inputs)
After process sheets have been created, the user may now assign parts to process
sheets by selecting the checkbox that corresponds to a particular part and process sheet
and again clicking “Save Changes”. Figure 4.20 shows the part-process coupling matrix
after parts have been assigned to exiting process sheets.

Figure 4.20: Part-process coupling matrix after parts (now shown in yellow) are
added to exiting process sheets
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When parts are initially assigned to process sheets, they are shown in italics in the
part-process coupling matrix to indicate that they have not yet been assigned to a specific
assembly step within the process sheet. Thus, the user must now author assembly steps
per the process described in § 4.2. Figure 4.21 shows the user workspace after parts have
been assigned to process sheets according to Figure 4.20. Similar to the part-process
coupling matrix, process sheets shown in the user workspace that have parts assigned to
them but do not have the parts assigned to a specific assembly step are shown in yellow.
When authoring assembly steps, the part(s) that have been assigned to the process sheet
being edited are distinguished within the object dropdown menu as shown in Figure 4.22.

Figure 4.21: User workspace showing process sheets that have been created by partprocess coupling matrix
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Figure 4.22: Creation of assembly instructions for created process sheet; part that is
assigned to process sheet is distinguished within the object dropdown menu
Upon completion of assembly step authorship, the user must assign the part that is
assigned to the process sheet to a specific assembly step that installs the part to the
vehicle. This process is illustrated by Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24. Once complete, the
process sheet is shown in green in the user workspace (as illustrated by Figure 4.25) and
the part that is assigned to the now completed process sheet is shown in green in the partprocess coupling matrix (illustrated in Figure 4.26).
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Figure 4.23: Completed assembly instruction set for example process sheet

Figure 4.24: Edit process sheet (D3.1.4) where user can assign part that has been
assigned to a process sheet to a specific assembly step
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Figure 4.25: User workspace illustrating completed process sheet (part assigned to
sheet and to assembly step)
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Figure 4.26: Part-process coupling matrix illustrating completed process sheet (part
assigned to sheet and to assembly step)
As shown in Figure 4.24, parts have run-in and run-out dates which specify a
part’s validity of use. The link created between parts and process sheets is sustainable in
that for new part revisions, the link is not lost. Validation of the part-process linking
method that is presented is discussed in Chapter Five through the demonstration of the
revision of a part that is currently assigned to a process sheet.
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Figure 4.27: Thesis outline-Chapter Four complete
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CHAPTER FIVE:
VALIDATION




The purpose of Chapter Five is:
To specify a testing procedure for validation of the
proposed solution and
To demonstrate the validity of the proposed solution
through testing with the functional prototype.

The prototype system presented is used to test and validate the ability of the
controlled language to accurately re-create existing assembly instructions, and to test the
robustness of the part-process linking method. The prototype system is used to re-create
existing assembly instruction information in order to compare the ease of use of the
system and the capabilities of the controlled language. The part-process coupling method
is validated through the revision of a sample part which is assigned to a process sheet,
and the method defined within the prototype system for updating the process sheet when
this part revision occurs. Table 5.1 lists the three test cases discussed in this chapter,
along with the requirements addressed by each and the expected outcomes of the test.
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Table 5.1: Test cases for validation solution
Test Case

Re-creation of
existing assembly
instructions.

New part revision is
released that does not
require a revision of
the process sheet.

New part revision is
released that requires
a new revision of the
process sheet.

Requirements
Addressed

Expected Outcome
The controlled
vocabulary will
allow users to enter
at least 90% of
existing assembly
steps.
When a new revision
of a part that is
assigned to a process
sheet is released, the
user is notified and
asked to
approve/disapprove
the changes to the
process sheet.
When a new revision
of a part that is
assigned to a process
sheet is released, the
user is notified and
can create a new
revision of the
process sheet
without re-entering
all other process
sheet information.

2,3,4,8

9,11

9,11,12

Section

5.1

5.2.1

5.2.2

5.1 Assembly Instruction Authorship
Validation of the assembly instruction authorship method proposed by this
research is done with two objectives in mind. First, demonstration that the controlled
vocabulary developed is sufficient to describe at least 90% of assembly processes is
needed. Second, the automated translation of assembly instruction information must be
demonstrated.
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5.1.1 Test Procedure
The proof of concept testing performed is the re-creation of existing assembly
instruction information from the OEM using the prototype user interface system. Five test
users each entered 15 process sheets into the prototype system using the controlled
language, with five overlapping process sheets between users. The users consist of four
graduate students and one professor in mechanical engineering. All users are familiar
with use of the prototype system. Users were given process sheets from one KOGR to
evaluate. Users were instructed to enter steps into the system according to the defined
sentence structures outlined in § 3.3.2.1, to include manipulating existing steps to fit the
proper sentence structure. Figure 5.1 shows an example of this process.

Figure 5.1: Example of entering existing assembly step using controlled language
sentence structure
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For the purpose of demonstrating that the controlled language presented by this
research is capable of describing assembly instruction steps, special steps regarding
quality, safety, ergonomics or other conditional information are omitted from this
analysis. This is done because these types of steps are not assembly instruction steps for
which the controlled language was created. The need to incorporate these steps into the
assembly instruction authorship procedure is discussed as future work in § 6.3.1.
5.1.2 Results and Discussion
The assembly instruction data entered by the test users is evaluate for the
following:


Use of standard vocabulary.



Agreement between users with respect to vocabulary and sentence structure.

The results of the study with respect to these points are discussed in § 5.1.2.1 and §
5.1.2.2.
5.1.2.1 Test Results: Controlled Vocabulary
The standard and non-standard verbs and objects used by all users are analyzed in
order to determine the effectiveness of the vocabulary of the controlled language. Figure
5.2 and Figure 5.3 show the results for objects and verbs respectively.
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Figure 5.2: Frequency of standard and non-standard objects used by all users
Of all objects used, only 42% are standard objects and of all verbs used, 86% are
standard verbs. One explanation for the low percentage of standard objects used could be
the nature of the test procedure, which asked users to re-create existing assembly
instruction information without any other knowledge of the parts or the assembly process.
The inconsistencies in assembly instruction information identified in Chapter One and the
need for a consistent method for entering assembly instructions identified in Chapter Two
are evident in the results of this test. The existing process sheets that were re-created were
not originally written with any controlled language or standard vocabulary. Thus, the
same part(s) may have been described differently in different process sheets. This
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reinforces the need to author assembly instruction information as part of the part-process
coupling procedure that is described in § 4.3.5.

Figure 5.3: Frequency of standard and non-standard verbs used by all users
The below expected percentage of standard verbs used is also due to the recreation of existing process sheet data. Verbs are classified in the proposed system
according to the type of assembly action that a process sheet is created for (assembly,
handling, walking, or inspection) and are considered non-standard verbs if a verb is used
incorrectly with respect to assembly type. As outlined in the requirements in Chapter
Two, the incorrect use of actions within a specific assembly type is an existing problem
within the OEM and is one key motivating point of this research. Thus, the process sheets
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analyzed by this test case were not rigidly classified into correct assembly types nor was
the choice of available actions restricted for a given assembly type. The re-creation of
these incorrectly authored process sheets required the users to use non-standard verbs in
order to re-create the steps listed.
Another possible contributing factor to the lower than expected percentage of
standard verbs used is the lack of training of each of the test users in the definitions of the
standard verbs. Each verb is specifically defined to describe a precise assembly action.
Without training in these definitions, it is likely that a user may enter an incorrect action.
5.1.2.2 Test Results: User Agreement
The agreement percentages between users are shown in Table 5.2. The agreement
percentages range between 67% and 89%. These agreements were calculated by
determining the number of identical text elements between users for a given process sheet
with respect to the total number of text elements within the process sheet. Figure 5.4
shows an example of this process.
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Figure 5.4: Method used to calculate user agreement
Table 5.2: Agreement between users with overlapping process sheets
Users

Percent Agreement

User 1 & User 2

78

User 2 & User 3

89

User 3 & User 4

67

User 4 & User 5

88

User 5 & User 1

80
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As seen in Figure 5.4, only words used as core text elements were used for the
analysis, as the secondary text elements described in § 3.3.2.1 do not currently have
standard vocabularies associated with them. Furthermore, prepositions were not included
in the analysis as the user is not able to use non-standard prepositions within the current
prototype system.
5.1.3 Conclusions
It is shown in Table 5.3 that the requirements are not completely met. The
controlled language for assembly instruction authorship presented by this research is
tested with respect to standard vocabulary use and user agreement of assembly instruction
steps. The results of the test show that the verbs specified by the vocabulary of the
controlled language are sufficient to describe 86% of the actions contained within the
existing process sheets analyzed. This is less than the target value of 90%, but the
difference is attributed to the lack of training of users of the definitions of the verbs of the
controlled vocabulary. Future work is needed to determine if training of users will
influence the percentage use of standard verbs.
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Table 5.3: Specification of requirements with respect to results of authorship test
Requirement
2: Controlled
language for
assembly
instructions
4: Automated
translation of
assembly
instructions
8: Automated
creation of
training
documents

Test Results

Explanation

Future Work
Change conditions of test
case by training users in the
controlled vocabulary and
by creating new assembly
instructions in conjunction
with the use of the partprocess coupling method

Fail to meet
requirement

Verbs: 86% standard
Objects: 39% standard

Tentatively
meet
requirement

All standard words
used are automatically
translated

-

Tentatively
meet
requirement

Assembly instructions
are stored based on
unique identifiers and
can be displayed to the
user in multiple
different formats

Demonstrate in the
prototype system

The results of the test also show that the objects specified by the controlled
language are sufficient to describe only 39% of the objects found in the existing process
sheets analyzed. This is lower than the target value of 90%, and this difference is
attributed to the test conditions of re-creating existing assembly instruction information
that was originally authored without a standard vocabulary, rather than creating new
assembly instruction information by observing the processes that are described in the
existing process sheets analyzed. These results also strengthen the argument for the use of
the part-process coupling method proposed in this thesis, as it would reduce the
inconsistent vocabulary chosen to describe physical objects. Future work is needed to test
the usage of the controlled language using these test conditions.
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5.2 Part-Process Coupling
The method for coupling parts and processes is demonstrated through an example
created using the prototype system in § 4.3. Validation of the sustainability of this method
is achieved by demonstrating the process for updating a process sheet when one of the
parts assigned to it undergoes a revision.
5.2.1 Part Revision Approval
When revisions are made to a part that is assigned to a process sheet, the user is
notified when he or she views his or her workspace. Figure 5.5 shows the prototype
system workspace for this example.

Figure 5.5: Workspace of prototype system alerting the user that part revisions have
been made
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When the user is notified that a new part revision has been made, he or she must
update the process sheet to reflect any changes in the process that are caused by the
change in the part. Figure 5.6 shows the process sheet information page that reflects the
new part revision.

Figure 5.6: New part revision shown in process sheet
The user can approve the part change by selecting the “Approve” box shown in
Figure 5.6 and clicking “Save Changes”. Figure 5.6 shows the updated user workspace
after approval of the new part. If the change in the part requires a change in the process,
the user can create a new revision in the process sheet upon approval of the new part and
edit the process sheet information accordingly. Section 5.2.2 presents an example of this
process.
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Figure 5.7: User workspace after new part approval
5.2.2 Process Sheet Revision for New Part Revision
New part revisions may require changes to be made to the assembly instructions
of a process sheet. Previously, this meant that the process planner would need to create a
completely new process sheet and re-enter all of the information. The method for
sustainably coupling parts and processes that is presented by this research reduces the
effort required to raise the revision level of a process sheet when new part revisions are
implemented. When a new revision for a part that is coupled to a process sheet is
released, the user is notified within the workspace of the prototype system. This is
illustrated in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: User workspace of prototype system alerting the user of new part
revisions for the first process sheet listed
If the user determines that the new part revision requires changes to the process
sheet, he or she may create a new revision of the process sheet. As illustrated by Figure
5.9 and Figure 5.10, the user can create a new revision of a process sheet by changing the
revision number and clicking “Save Changes” in the edit process sheet page.
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Figure 5.9: Edit process sheet page illustrating new part revision
When a new revision of a process sheet is created, all information contained
within the original process sheet is copied to the new revision. When the user approves
the new part on the new process sheet, these changes are illustrated in the user workspace
as shown in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.10: New revision of process sheet illustrating new part revision
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Figure 5.11: User workspace of prototype system illustrating new process sheet
revision and deprecated process sheet (original)
The user may now make changes to the assembly instruction information of the
new process sheet revision to reflect the new part revision.
5.2.3 Conclusions
Table 5.4 shows the fulfillment of the requirements related to the part-process
testing. The method for part-process coupling is demonstrated to meet the associated
requirements by updating the user when a new part revision for a part that is assigned to a
process sheet is released. The user is able to approve the new part by updating an existing
process sheet, or copying the existing process sheet data into a new process sheet revision
and making the necessary changes.
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Table 5.4: Specification of requirements with respect to part-process coupling tests
Requirement
9: Use product data to
pre-populate data
automatically and
reduce the amount of
manual input by the
user
11: Manage and
monitor process and
product changes
12: Automate run-in
and run-out date
information for process
sheets

Test
Results

Met

Met

Met

Explanation

Future Work

Process sheets are
displayed to the user based
on product filter results

Update system to
notify the user ahead
of changes in order to
prevent invalid process
sheets from existing in
the system

The user is notified when a
new part revision is
released for any parts that
are linked to process sheets
When a new process sheet
revision is created by the
user as described in § 5.2.2,
the old process sheet is
automatically set to
deprecated in the system

Extend to vehicle
platform, model, and
option information

-

5.3 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter presents validation of the proposed solution through examples
executed with the prototype system. These examples illustrate the functionality of the
proposed solution and the satisfaction of the research objectives described in Chapter
One. Chapter Six presents a discussion of the research objectives, conclusions regarding
this research and the future work identified.
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Chapter

Chapter Two

Outcomes

 Current state of research in relevant fields
of study
 Identification of best practices for solving
related problems
 Motivation for research approach

 Definition of current practices
 Analysis of existing data structure
 Definition of requirements of a successful
solution

Chapter Three

 Conceptual solution specification
 Justification of conceptual solution

 Embodied solution specification
 Justification of embodied solution

Chapter Four

 Detailed solution specification
 Justification of detailed solution
 Implementation of solution into functional
prototype

Chapter Five

 Validation of design
 Testing with functional prototype
 Discussion of validation results

Chapter Six

 Summary of research
 Evaluation of solution against research
objectives
 Applicable conclusions
 Identification of future work

Figure 5.12: Thesis outline-Chapter Five Complete
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CHAPTER SIX:
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK





The purpose of Chapter Six is:
To summarize the research that is presented in this
thesis,
To identify the broader impact of this research, and
To identify future work.

This chapter summarizes the research that has been presented through discussions
of the research objectives presented in Chapter One. The impact of this research is then
discussed, and future work is identified.
6.1 Summary of Research Presented
This thesis presents the development of a standardized data model that is designed
to formalize the information associated with process sheets for a large automotive OEM.
The data model was implemented and validated using a web based user interface
prototype. These developments address the following research objectives:
6.1.1 Research Objective One: Standardization of Process Sheet Information
Chapter Three presents an ER model which captures and relates the information
contained within process sheets. This ER model has undergone several revisions based on
feedback from the users of process sheets in order to meet the requirements listed in
Chapter Three.
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6.1.2 Research Objective Two: Controlled Language for Assembly Instructions
The controlled language presented in this thesis is validated in Chapter Five. It is
shown that 86% of the verbs used in the test were standard verbs from the controlled
vocabulary, and 42% of the objects used in the test were standard objects. Future work is
needed to perform tests with different initial conditions that are hypothesized to improve
these percentages.
Automated translation of assembly instructions is achieved through the text
element structures presented in § 3.3.2.1 and the schema implementation presented in §
4.2.1
6.1.3 Research Objective Three: Development of Part-Process Coupling Method
This thesis presents a data model which relates part information to assembly
instruction information in § 0. This data model is demonstrated through an example using
a prototype user interface system in § 4.3.5. The method is validated for sustainability in
§ 5.2, by demonstrating the method for updating process sheet information when a new
part revision is released.
6.2 Broader Impact
The standard data model presented in this thesis, though created for a specific
OEM, is applicable to any large scale manufacturing firm that uses process sheets. As
discussed in Chapter Two, other manufacturers such as Ford Motor Company have
developed controlled languages and standard data models to improve the development
and maintenance of process sheets. With regards to the work conducted by Ford, this
research differs in key areas. First, Ford’s assembly instructions are created using free
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text entry, which does not limit the user to the specified vocabulary of the controlled
language. Second, the translation of this controlled language is performed by an outside
entity, which limits the extent to which the language can be customized for the OEM.
This research presents a controlled language that is OEM specific in its
vocabulary, but applicable to other organizations in structure. Furthermore, the use of text
element structures in the controlled language allows for internal translation and
vocabulary management by the OEM, making this a sustainable process for future
product developments.
In addition to the concrete example of an engineering database development
procedure that is presented in this work, much can be said regarding the design process
itself. Designing engineering systems is an iterative process. This was observed during
the design of the solution presented in this thesis. With respect to engineering data
management systems, iteration and prototyping become crucial activities during the
design process. The most well developed ER model is often discovered to have many
shortcomings when implemented into a prototype as was the case throughout this
research. The ER models presented in this thesis are on the order of the 20th revision for
this work, and the prototype system presented is the seventh version created. With each
revision of the ER model and each new revision to the prototype system, much was
learned about the requirements of the project. Thus, one of the takeaways of this research
is that when designing engineering management systems like the one presented in this
thesis, a best practice is to prototype early and often, with iterations through the
conceptual, embodiment and detailed design stages of the solution development.
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6.3 Future Work
The research presented in this thesis lends itself to future work in the areas of
assembly time estimation, mobile platform design of the standardized system, and an
extension of the part-process coupling method to include consideration of vehicle
platform, model and variant information. These areas of future work are discussed in the
following sections.
6.3.1 Extension of Controlled Language to Include Special Steps
During validation of the method for assembly instruction authorship, it became
evident that special steps such as quality points are not able to be adequately described by
the current controlled language. Approximately one third of the steps analyzed during
validation were these special condition steps. Therefore, they need to be incorporated into
the system.
It was observed during analysis that almost all of these types of steps relate to the
use of a tool. One area of future work is to develop a separate method for creating
standard quality checkpoints for tools or other assembly aids used and have these be
directly linked to the process sheet if the tool is used during the process.
6.3.2 Assembly Time Estimation
The standard data model for process sheet information that is presented in this
thesis was developed with assembly time estimation in mind, though not directly
addressed by this research. The controlled language presented in this thesis is a basis for
intelligent assembly time estimation based on assembly instruction steps. The standard
method for evaluating the assembly times of processes within the OEM sponsor of this
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research is conducted using a series of tables based on methods-time measurement
(MTM) data. Assembly times are estimated based on the action being performed, the
objects involved, and the motions of the associate.
It is hypothesized that by linking the actions of the controlled language presented
by this thesis with the actions contained within the assembly time evaluation tables,
assembly time estimates can be automatically generated based on the text of the assembly
instructions alone.
6.3.3 Mobile Platform
The prototype system presented by this thesis is a web based system that allows
process planners to create and edit process sheets. The current business practice of
process planners is to observe assembly processes on the production line and create the
assembly instructions to match. Thus, it would be beneficial for the process planner to be
able to create steps as he or she is watching the process occur. This requires development
of the prototype system into a mobile platform with improvements made for ease of use.
For example, process planners often include graphical representations of the processes
when creating assembly instructions. This is currently achieved by taking the picture of
the process, making annotations if necessary, and then uploading it to the system. With a
mobile platform system, the process planner would ideally be able to take a picture of a
given process as he or she is authoring the assembly steps and have it instantly linked to
the correct process sheet and assembly step.
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6.3.4 Part-Process Coupling Extension
The method of part-process coupling presented by this thesis pertains primarily to
the authorship of assembly instructions by assigning parts to assembly steps where they
are used. This method needs to be expanded to include the linking of tools, fixtures, and
other assembly aids to assembly instructions. Furthermore, the assembly instructions
required to assemble parts from one vehicle model, option, or variant often overlap with
the instruction steps required by other vehicle models, options or variants. The
relationships between these models, options, and variants are quite intricate, but can be
incorporated into the part-process coupling matrix in order to create process sheets and
assembly instructions for any overlapping parts and processes. This would greatly reduce
the effort required of process planners for creating and maintaining process sheets.
6.4 Conclusions
This thesis presents the development of a data model for the standardization of
process sheet information for a global OEM. Incorporated into this data model is a
controlled language for authorship of assembly instruction data, as well as a method for
sustainably linking part and process information.
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APPENDIX A-DATABASE SCHEMA
This chapter contains the MySQL schema code required to re-create the prototype
database used in the development of a process sheet management system to support
assembly instruction authorship and part-process coupling.
-- phpMyAdmin SQL Dump
-- version 2.11.11.1
-- http://www.phpmyadmin.net
--- Host: mysql1.clemson.edu
-- Generation Time: Oct 31, 2012 at 01:05 PM
-- Server version: 5.1.49
-- PHP Version: 5.1.6
SET SQL_MODE="NO_AUTO_VALUE_ON_ZERO";
--- Database: `me_bmw_tvg`
--- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `action`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `action` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`TRANSLATION_EN` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DEFINITION_EN` varchar(500) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`TRANSLATION_DE` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DEFINITION_DE` varchar(500) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL COMMENT ' ',
`TRANSLATION_MR` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DEFINITION_MR` varchar(500) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
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`TYPE` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`OPR` varchar(3) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`APPROVED` varchar(10) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=110 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `action_applies_to_physical_object`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `action_applies_to_physical_object` (
`ACTION_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`PHYSICAL_OBJECT_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ACTION_ID`,`PHYSICAL_OBJECT_ID`),
KEY `fk_action_has_physical_object_action1` (`ACTION_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `action_uses_preposition`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `action_uses_preposition` (
`ACTION_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`PREPOSITION_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ACTION_ID`,`PREPOSITION_ID`),
KEY `fk_action_has_preposition_action1` (`ACTION_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `admin`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `admin` (
`ID` int(10) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`SYSTEM_USER_ID` varchar(11) NOT NULL,
`DEPARTMENT` varchar(100) NOT NULL,
`ORG_CODE` varchar(5) NOT NULL,
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PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1 AUTO_INCREMENT=5 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `adverb`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `adverb` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`TRANSLATION_EN` varchar(100) CHARACTER SET utf8 COLLATE
utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`TRANSLATION_DE` varchar(100) CHARACTER SET utf8 COLLATE
utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`TRANSLATION_MR` varchar(100) CHARACTER SET utf8 COLLATE
utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`STATUS` varchar(15) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1 AUTO_INCREMENT=8 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `assembly_aid`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `assembly_aid` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`PHYSICAL_OBJECT_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`KOGR_NUMBER` varchar(4) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`PPG_NUMBER` varchar(3) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`,`PHYSICAL_OBJECT_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=38 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `assembly_area`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `assembly_area` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
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`LOCATION_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`PLANT_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`,`LOCATION_ID`,`PLANT_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `associate`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `associate` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`WORKSTATION_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`SYSTEM_USER_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`,`WORKSTATION_ID`,`SYSTEM_USER_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `bmw_standard_time_evaluation`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `bmw_standard_time_evaluation` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`TIME_ANALYST_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`,`TIME_ANALYST_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `cad_model`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `cad_model` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
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-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `cad_model_connected_to_cad_model`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `cad_model_connected_to_cad_model` (
`CAD_MODEL_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`CAD_MODEL_ID1` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`CAD_MODEL_ID`,`CAD_MODEL_ID1`),
KEY `fk_cad_model_has_cad_model_cad_model1` (`CAD_MODEL_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `component_bin`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `component_bin` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `consumable`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `consumable` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`ASSEMBLY_AID_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_EN` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_DE` varchar(200) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`,`ASSEMBLY_AID_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=8 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------
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-- Table structure for table `derivative`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `derivative` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`CODE` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_EN` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_DE` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_MR` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `ergonomic_evaluation`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `ergonomic_evaluation` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `feature`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `feature` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`TRANSLATION_EN` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`TRANSLATION_EN_PL` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT
NULL,
`TRANSLATION_DE` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`TRANSLATION_DE_PL` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT
NULL,
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`TRANSLATION_MR` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`STATUS` varchar(50) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=48 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `fixture`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `fixture` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`ASSEMBLY_AID_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_EN` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_DE` varchar(200) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`,`ASSEMBLY_AID_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=2 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `kogr`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `kogr` (
`KOGR_NUMBER` varchar(4) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_EN` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_DE` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_MR` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`KOGR_NUMBER`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `location`
--
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CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `location` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`PHYSICAL_OBJECT_ID` int(10) NOT NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_EN` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `module`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `module` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`NUMBER` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_EN` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_DE` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_MR` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `openissues`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `openissues` (
`ISSUE_ID` int(10) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`FIRST_NAME` varchar(100) NOT NULL,
`LAST_NAME` varchar(100) NOT NULL,
`EMAIL` varchar(100) NOT NULL,
`COMMENT_SUBJECT` varchar(100) NOT NULL,
`COMMENT` varchar(500) NOT NULL,
`ADMIN_COMMENT` varchar(500) NOT NULL,
`STATUS` varchar(100) NOT NULL,
`SUBMISSION_DATE` date NOT NULL,
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`RESOLVED_DATE` date NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ISSUE_ID`)
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1 AUTO_INCREMENT=11 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `option`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `option` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`CODE` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_EN` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_DE` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_MR` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `option_related_to_option`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `option_related_to_option` (
`OPTION_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`OPTION_ID1` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`OPTION_ID`,`OPTION_ID1`),
KEY `fk_option_has_option_option1` (`OPTION_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `part`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `part` (
`GUID` varchar(50) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL DEFAULT '',
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`ID` int(10) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`PV_NUMBER` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`MATERIAL_NUMBER` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`PHYSICAL_OBJECT_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`PPG_NUMBER` varchar(3) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`KOGR_NUMBER` varchar(4) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`CAD_MODEL_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`COMPONENT_BIN_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_EN` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_DE` varchar(200) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`RUN_IN_DATE` date NOT NULL,
`RUN_OUT_DATE` date NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=8838 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `part_applicable_to_derivative`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `part_applicable_to_derivative` (
`PART_GUID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`DERIVATIVE_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`PART_GUID`,`DERIVATIVE_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `part_applicable_to_option`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `part_applicable_to_option` (
`PART_GUID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`OPTION_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`PART_GUID`,`OPTION_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------
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-- Table structure for table `part_applicable_to_production_code`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `part_applicable_to_production_code` (
`PART_GUID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`PRODUCTION_CODE_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`PART_GUID`,`PRODUCTION_CODE_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `part_has_product_bauraum`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `part_has_product_bauraum` (
`PART_GUID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`PRODUCT_BAURAUM_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`PART_GUID`,`PRODUCT_BAURAUM_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `physical_object`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `physical_object` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`STANDARD_DESCRIPTION_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`,`STANDARD_DESCRIPTION_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=8805 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `plant`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `plant` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
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) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `plant_item`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `plant_item` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`ASSEMBLY_AID_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_EN` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_DE` varchar(200) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`,`ASSEMBLY_AID_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=17 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `ppg`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `ppg` (
`PPG_NUMBER` varchar(3) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`KOGR_KOGR_NUMBER` varchar(4) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT
NULL,
`PROCESS_PLANNER_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`MODULE_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_EN` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_DE` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_MR` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`PPG_NUMBER`,`KOGR_KOGR_NUMBER`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `ppg_related_to_ppg`
--
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CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `ppg_related_to_ppg` (
`PPG_PPG_NUMBER` varchar(3) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`PPG_KOGR_KOGR_NUMBER` varchar(4) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT
NULL,
`PPG_PPG_NUMBER1` varchar(3) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`PPG_KOGR_KOGR_NUMBER1` varchar(4) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci
NOT NULL,
PRIMARY
KEY
(`PPG_PPG_NUMBER`,`PPG_KOGR_KOGR_NUMBER`,`PPG_PPG_NUMBER1`,`P
PG_KOGR_KOGR_NUMBER1`),
KEY
`fk_ppg_has_ppg_ppg1`
(`PPG_PPG_NUMBER`,`PPG_KOGR_KOGR_NUMBER`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `preposition`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `preposition` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`TRANSLATION_EN` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`TRANSLATION_DE` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DATIVE_DE` binary(1) DEFAULT NULL,
`TRANSLATION_1_MR` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`TRANSLATION_2_MR` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=20 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `preposition_applies_to_physical_object`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `preposition_applies_to_physical_object` (
`PREPOSITION_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
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`PHYSICAL_OBJECT_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`PREPOSITION_ID`,`PHYSICAL_OBJECT_ID`),
KEY `fk_preposition_has_physical_object_preposition1` (`PREPOSITION_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `process_planner`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `process_planner` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`ORG_CODE` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`SYSTEM_USER_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`DEPARTMENT` varchar(50) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`,`SYSTEM_USER_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=15 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `production_code`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `production_code` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`DERIVATIVE_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`CODE` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_EN` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_DE` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_MR` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`,`DERIVATIVE_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `production_code_valid_for_option`
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-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `production_code_valid_for_option` (
`PRODUCTION_CODE_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`OPTION_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`PRODUCTION_CODE_ID`,`OPTION_ID`),
KEY
`fk_production_code_has_option_production_code1`
(`PRODUCTION_CODE_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `product_bauraum`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `product_bauraum` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`LV` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`LM` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`LH` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`MV` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`MM` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`MH` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`RV` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`RM` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`RH` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `qpoint`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `qpoint` (
`ID` int(10) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`ABS_POS` varchar(10) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`TVG_ID` varchar(10) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`POS` varchar(10) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`TRANSLATION_EN` varchar(500) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`TRANSLATION_DE` varchar(500) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
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`TRANSLATION_MR` varchar(500) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=40 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `standard_description`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `standard_description` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`TRANSLATION_EN` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`TRANSLATION_EN_PL`
varchar(100)
COLLATE
utf8_unicode_ci
DEFAULT NULL,
`TRANSLATION_DE` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`TRANSLATION_DE_PL`
varchar(100)
COLLATE
utf8_unicode_ci
DEFAULT NULL,
`TRANSLATION_MR` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`STATUS` varchar(10) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=356 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `system_user`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `system_user` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`USERNAME` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`PASSWORD` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`LANGUAGE` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`FIRST_NAME` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`LAST_NAME` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`TYPE` varchar(10) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`VERSION` varchar(5) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
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) ENGINE=InnoDB
AUTO_INCREMENT=16 ;

DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci

-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `time_analyst`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `time_analyst` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`FIRST_NAME` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`LAST_NAME` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`GROUP` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`SYSTEM_USER_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`,`SYSTEM_USER_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `time_evaluation_step`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `time_evaluation_step` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`BMW_STANDARD_TIME_EVALUATION_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`,`BMW_STANDARD_TIME_EVALUATION_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `tool`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `tool` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`ASSEMBLY_AID_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_EN` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`DESCRIPTION_DE` varchar(200) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`,`ASSEMBLY_AID_ID`)
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) ENGINE=InnoDB
AUTO_INCREMENT=11 ;

DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci

-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `tvg`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `tvg` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`SHOP` varchar(2) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`KOGR_KOGR_NUMBER` varchar(4) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`PPG_PPG_NUMBER` varchar(3) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`SEQUENCE` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`VAR` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`REVISION` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`TITLE` varchar(150) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`RUN_IN_DATE` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`CHANGED_DATE` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`RUN_OUT_DATE`

varchar(45)

COLLATE

utf8_unicode_ci

DEFAULT

NULL,
`AUTHOR` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`OPR` varchar(3) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`TYPE` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=402 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `tvg_installs_part`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `tvg_installs_part` (
`TVG_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`PART_GUID` varchar(50) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`POS` varchar(10) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`QTY` varchar(10) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`STATUS` varchar(15) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
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PRIMARY KEY (`TVG_ID`,`PART_GUID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `tvg_type`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `tvg_type` (
`ID` int(10) NOT NULL,
`EN` varchar(50) NOT NULL,
`DE` varchar(50) NOT NULL,
`MR` varchar(50) NOT NULL
) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `tvg_uses_physical_object`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `tvg_uses_physical_object` (
`TVG_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`PHYSICAL_OBJECT_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`TVG_ID`,`PHYSICAL_OBJECT_ID`),
KEY
`fk_tvg_has_physical_object_physical_object1`
(`PHYSICAL_OBJECT_ID`),
KEY `fk_tvg_has_physical_object_tvg1` (`TVG_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `vehicle_state`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `vehicle_state` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- --------------------------------------------------------
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--- Table structure for table `visual_description`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `visual_description` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`FILE_PATH` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `workstation`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `workstation` (
`ID` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`LOCATION_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`ASSEMBLY_AREA_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`VEHICLE_STATE_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY
KEY
(`ID`,`LOCATION_ID`,`ASSEMBLY_AREA_ID`,`VEHICLE_STATE_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci
AUTO_INCREMENT=1 ;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `workstation_related_to_workstation`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `workstation_related_to_workstation` (
`WORKSTATION_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`WORKSTATION_ID1` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`WORKSTATION_ID`,`WORKSTATION_ID1`),
KEY `fk_workstation_has_workstation_workstation1` (`WORKSTATION_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------
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-- Table structure for table `work_instruction_step`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `work_instruction_step` (
`POS` int(11) NOT NULL,
`ABS_POS` int(11) NOT NULL,
`QUALITY` varchar(2) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`QUALITY2` varchar(50) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`TVG_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`ACTION_ID` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci NOT NULL,
`ADVERB_ID` varchar(10) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT NULL,
`DIRECT_OBJECT_QTY` varchar(45) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`DIRECT_OBJECT`

varchar(11)

COLLATE

utf8_unicode_ci

DEFAULT

NULL,
`DIRECT_OBJECT_FEATURE` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci
DEFAULT NULL,
`PREPOSITION_ID` varchar(10) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`INDIRECT_OBJECT_QTY`
varchar(45)
COLLATE
utf8_unicode_ci
DEFAULT NULL,
`INDIRECT_OBJECT` varchar(11) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci DEFAULT
NULL,
`INDIRECT_OBJECT_FEATURE` varchar(100) COLLATE utf8_unicode_ci
DEFAULT NULL,
`ERGONOMIC_EVALUATION_ID` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
`BMW_STANDARD_TIME_EVALUATION_ID` int(11) DEFAULT NULL
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `work_instruction_step_has_associate`
-CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `work_instruction_step_has_associate` (
`WORK_INSTRUCTION_STEP_POS` int(11) NOT NULL,
`WORK_INSTRUCTION_STEP_TVG_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`ASSOCIATE_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY
KEY
(`WORK_INSTRUCTION_STEP_POS`,`WORK_INSTRUCTION_STEP_TVG_ID`,`A
SSOCIATE_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
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-- ---------------------------------------------------------- Table structure for table `work_instruction_step_has_visual_description`
-CREATE
TABLE
IF
NOT
EXISTS
`work_instruction_step_has_visual_description` (
`VISUAL_DESCRIPTION_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
`WORK_INSTRUCTION_STEP_POS` int(11) NOT NULL,
`WORK_INSTRUCTION_STEP_TVG_TVG_ID` int(11) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY
KEY
(`VISUAL_DESCRIPTION_ID`,`WORK_INSTRUCTION_STEP_POS`,`WORK_INST
RUCTION_STEP_TVG_TVG_ID`)
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 COLLATE=utf8_unicode_ci;
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